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a b s t r a c t
An important feature of the service-oriented approach is the ability to aggregate, through
programmable coordination patterns, the activities involved in service interactions. Two
different approaches can be adopted to tackle service coordination: orchestration and
choreography. In this paper, we introduce a formal methodology to handle coordination
among services from the perspective of a global observer, in the spirit of choreography
models. In particular, we address the problem of verifying compliance and consistency
between the design of service interactions and the choreography constraints.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The web service protocol stack (e.g. WSDL, UDDI, SOAP) provides basic support for the development of service-oriented
architectures by exploiting facilities to publish, discover and invoke network-available services. The service protocol stack
has been extremely valuable to highlight the key innovative features of the service-oriented computing approach.
Most of the current development methodologies and standards focus their attention on composition of services.
Two different approaches are adopted: orchestration and choreography. In orchestration, an intermediate component, the
orchestrator, governs service activities according to a given work-flow plan. This approach provides a local view of the
cooperating parties. The choreography model, instead, expresses the global interaction protocol, i.e. the global rules that
define the coordination amongparties. Relevant standard technologies have emerged tomodel coordination policies. Among
them, particular relevance is given to the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [45], for the orchestration, and
Web Service Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [49], for the choreography. However, such standards may have
drawbacks. For example, constructs are often specified just informally, leading to ambiguities or redundancy.
Even though research is still underway, several efforts are currently devoted to providing foundational models for
orchestration and choreography, including contributions such as COWS [36], the Global Calculus [8], λreq [2] ORC [40],
SCC [3], SOCK [31] and the choreography model proposed in [35]. We refer to the survey [7,47] for a detailed comparison of
the different proposals.
The event notification paradigm (EN for short) has emerged as a suitable computational mechanism to facilitate the
design and implementation of open-ended distributed applications. In EN, distributed computational components act as
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publishers and/or subscribers. System evolutions are represented by certain events that are notified to the interested
partners. Coordination policies are regulated by specifying how components react to the evolution of their execution
environment. Components observe changes that are applied to the environment and trigger the corresponding handling
routines at their occurrences. It is worth noticing that whenever a component intends to communicate or request a service
from other components, it simply issues an event without being aware of the identity of the potential receivers.
The EN paradigm allows one to focus on how each computational entity behaves upon occurrences of environmental
stimuli. Once deployed, such components are ‘‘injected’’ in a particular network context and ‘‘linked’’ together by exploiting
the subscription mechanism. Therefore, event based coordination policies provide the suitable framework to explicitly
manage open-ended network infrastructures. Furthermore, the two-stage nature of the EN paradigm relaxes the inter-
dependencies among components achieving an high degree of loose coupling. Consequently, EN is particularly suitable
to manage distributed systems where the set of communicating components is subject to frequent changes and dynamic
reconfigurations. For instance, the EN paradigm has driven the development of middleware for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(e.g. [38,50,27] to cite a few). The adequacy of the EN paradigm to tackle the issues related to the design, implementation
and verification of service coordination policies has been discussed in [30,46]. In [20] a middleware for service coordination
called Java Signal Core Layer (JSCL) has been introduced. The middleware consists of a set of API for programming services
interacting through suitable events. JSCL is equipped with a graphical environment (in the form of an Eclipse plug-in)
providing capabilities for designing components and their inter-connections.
A distinguished feature of JSCL consists of the strict interplay among formal foundations, implementation pragmatics
and experimental evaluation of the resulting programming constructs. All the programming facilities available in JSCL have
been motivated semantically. At the abstract level, the middleware takes the form of the Signal Calculus (SC) [20,17,19,30].
The SC calculus is an asynchronous process calculus with explicit primitives to deal with event notification and component
distribution. The SC & JSCL framework allows one to design and program services coordination policies (orchestration and
choreography) relying on event notification only. Moreover, it features sessions as a mechanism to synchronize work-flows
of distributed and independent components. Remarkably, the middleware does not assume any centralized mechanism for
publishing, subscribing and notifying events. Instead, each subscriber explicitly defines the class of events it is interested in.
In [37] this pattern is referred to as non brokered, in contrast with the brokered solutions that implement publish/subscribe
mechanisms on top of a classification of events without taking into account the involved components. Basically, brokered
solutions rely on global state space e.g. Linda tuple spaces [29].
All SC notions are reflected in the JSCL API’s. In SC, and coherently in JSCL, components are thought of as isolated
and their behavior is independent from the network context where they are going to operate. Only once plugged into
a suitable network context, components receive information regarding their neighbors, namely the subscribers that are
directly connected. This corresponds to a local view of coordination.
In this paper, we introduce a formal methodology for the SC & JSCL framework with the aim of managing coordination
among services from the perspective of a global observer in the spirit of choreography models. In particular, we address
the problem of verifying compliance and consistency between the design of service interactions and the choreography
constraints.
Our approach is based on process calculi techniques. We introduce a process calculus, called Network Coordination
Policies (NCP) that extends and equips our framework with a choreography model. The two calculi (SC and NCP) lay at two
different levels of abstraction. The former is tailored to support the (formal) design of services, the latter is the specification
language to declare the coordination policies. Policies take the form of processes that represent the behavior of the system,
as seen by an observer standing from a global point of view, thus capable of observing all the public interactions taking
place on the network infrastructure. Hence, each NCP process describes the interactions that are expected to happen, and
how these are interleaved. Indeed, certain features can be described at both levels: the NCP specification declares what is
expected from the service network infrastructure, the SC design specifies how to implement it. Formally, this means that the
two calculi share the same computational paradigm and the two semantics are related by a correctness result: for each SC
network, there is an NCP policy that reflects all the properties of the network. We establish this result by the introduction
of a semantics based transformation mapping a SC design into a NCP network.
Our first contribution is the introduction of the NCP process calculus. NCP features scope extrusion as fundamental
mechanism to model generation of fresh resources. However, names that are object of freshness and scope extrusion, are
not pure names, but rather they carry information about the network topology. The network topology is considered fresh
and is extruded as well. This feature comes from the fact that the basic communication infrastructure of NCP are network
topologies and not just channel names. This provides a model for private sub-networks in a process calculus. Additionally,
the NCP ‘‘network binding’’ is a natural machinery to deal with all ‘‘real-world’’ situations in which an entire sub-network
can be hidden or discovered, independently from the presence of a single access point (i.e. virtual private networks (VPNs)).
Our second contribution is the definition of the abstract semantics of the NCP calculus. An abstract semantics allows
us to reason about the behavior of SC services when plugged into suitable network contexts under certain choreography
constraints. In particular, it distinguishes services that behave differently in the same network context. This feature is
useful to evaluate how the invocation of a service is successful (e.g. meets the SLA constraints) only within certain kinds of
choreography. Technically, the NCP abstract semantics is inspired by the ‘‘directed HT bisimulation’’ for the asynchronous
pi-calculus as presented in [33,1].
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Our last contribution is the embedding of SC in NCP. This bridges the gap between the choreography model and the
actual design. The conformance of an SC design with respect to an NCP specification is formally proved by checking weak
bisimilarity between them. In this paper we provide a detailed description of our theoretical framework. Our results driven
the implementation of a full-fledged programming language and its supporting middleware [20,17,19]. This language
complexity has led to proofs quite involved even if the proof strategy is intuitive and easy to follow.
This paper is an updated and extended version of [10]. With respects to the conference paper, here we provide a better
integrated and self-contained description of our theoretical results including all technical proofs. A novel result presented
here concerns the compositionality of our approach. In particular, we formalise which contexts do not affect bisimilarity of
NCP specifications, also motivating why these contexts are suitable for service-oriented applications.
The paper is organized as follows: The SC calculus is briefly reviewed in Section 2.We introduce our choreographymodel
(the NCP process calculus) in Section 3. We also present NCP bisimulation semantics in Section 4. Section 5 introduces our
formal methodology to check choreography constraints within a model driven development approach. Section 6 illustrates,
with suitable examples, the proposed methodology.
2. Beyond message passing coordination: The Signal Calculus
The Signal Calculus (SC) is a process calculus in the style of the asynchronous pi-calculus [39] specifically designed to
describe coordination policies of distributed services. The original presentation of the calculus provided the foundational
basis of a programming framework for SOA, the Java Signal Core Layer (JSCL). Furthermore, the structure of SC led to the
development of a Domain Specific Language and its graphical representation, both reported in [46].
SC describes interactions happening among distributed concurrent components. Differently from traditional process
calculi (e.g. the pi-calculus [39]), where interactions happen in a point-to-point fashion via channels), SC adopts a multicast
event notification paradigm. Additionally, SC features a notion of location that denotes where computations take place. This
allows one to model multicast service activations and, as well, provides a natural way to describe the work-flow. In the SC
programming model the attention is shifted on how the activities are invoked in response to events raised in the system.
This increases loosely coupled interactions among components since the caller does not need to know which component
is able to service a type of request. Finally, SC programming model features mechanisms for dynamic reconfiguration of
behaviors and network topologies.
Traditional EN approaches rely on brokered communications (i.e. an intermediate agent is responsible for handling
subscriptions and notification delivery on behalf of publishers/subscribers). SC, instead, adopts a non-brokered notification
mechanism where subscription and emission are explicitly tagged with naming information, e.g. the name of the target
components. This avoids any centralization point by distributing the managing of connections to each participant. Brokered
EN approaches are more appropriate when coordination is handled by an orchestrator, while non-brokered solutions fit
much better when choreography is adopted. For a detailed comparison among brokered and non-brokered EN, we refer
to [34]. Additionally, SC implements a subscription strategy that differs from usual event notification. No explicit request
of the subscriber is required, the publisher itself can decide during its life-cycle which agents have to be involved into
the coordination. This approach is closer to the method invocation style since the caller (corresponding to the publisher)
is capable of deciding, for each object (corresponding to the subscriber), which methods have to be invoked. Intuitively,
the SC programming model allows one to deal with distributed objects with dynamic interfaces and enables multicast
asynchronous method invocations. In other words, subscribed services have to be interpreted as references to methods.
In this section, we shortly review the main ingredients of the SC calculus. In particular we refer to the SC programming
model proposed in [17], that is equipped with typed events. We refer to [30] for a detailed description of the family of SC
dialects.
2.1. Syntax
We now introduce the main syntactic categories of Signal Calculus (SC) together with some notational machineries. We
assume an infinite set T of names ranged by τ1, . . . , τk, and a infinite setA of component names ranged by a, b, c, . . . .We
use Ea to denote the set of names a1, . . . , an.
SC is centered around the notion of component. A component a[B]RF is a service identified by a unique name a, the public
address of the service. The active computations, called behaviors (B), are wrapped and confined inside components. Each
SC component specifies (i) the reaction (R) to be activated upon reception of notifications to events and (ii) the set of flows
(F ), namely the collection of component names each emitted event will be delivered to. Hence, while reactions define the
interacting behavior of the component, flows define the component view of the coordination policies. Reactions and flows
have to be thought of as the service interface.
Components interact by issuing events raised during their internal computations. Classes of homogeneous events are
grouped into topics. A clarifying example of events and topics is the handling of mouse click events coming from a graphical
user interface. While ClickMouse is intended as the ‘‘class’’ of all the possible instances of a such event, an instance of it is the
click of mouse at a well precise position and time. We use the term topic to represent the ‘‘class’’ of events (e.g. ClickMouse)
and event to denote how its occurrence is represented locally by publishers.
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Table 1
SC syntax to handle sessions.
R ::= 0 | R|R | τ λ τ ′ m B | τ c©τ ′ m B
(a) Reactions
F ::= 0 | τ  Ea | F |F
(b) Flows
B ::= 0 | ; B | out〈τ c©τ ′〉; B | rupd (R) ; B | fupd (F) B; B |
B|B | (ντ)B
(c) Behaviors
N ::= ∅ | a [B]RF | N ‖ N | 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a | (νn)N where n ∈ A ∪ T
(d) Networks
Additionally, events come equipped with a session, allowing to distinguish the work-flow instance in which the events
of a certain topic occur. Therefore, events are represented as pairs τ c©τ ′, where the first element is the topic and the
second element is the session identifier. A session determines a sort of ‘‘virtual communication link’’ among publishers and
subscribers and can be established despite the fact that they do not need to know each other’s names. Intuitively, a session
identifies the scope within which an event is significant: partners that are not in this scope cannot react to events related
to such session.
The delivering of events is demanded to the network infrastructure, which encapsulates them inside envelopes. An
envelope consists of the event itself decorated with the information needed to allow the proper routing within the network
infrastructure. Roughly, this information ismandatory in our approach to achieve decentralization (since we rely on a non-
brokered solution, see [34]).
The syntax of reactions (R) is displayed in Table 1(a). A reaction is a (possibly empty) multi-set of unit reactions. A unit
reaction (α m B) is composed of a signature α and a body B (the behavior of the reaction). The signature α can be either a
check (τ c©τ ′) or a lambda (τλτ ′) prefix. Here, τ and τ ′ denote the event topic and the session, respectively. Lambda reactions
are activated independently from the session, while check reactions handle notification to events belonging to a well defined
session. Furthermore, lambda reactions, once installed, remain persistent in the component interface, while check reactions,
once executed, are removed from the component interface. A lambda reaction τλτ ′ acts as a binder for τ ′, i.e. τ ′ is the formal
name of the session. When notification occurs, τ ′ is bound to the actual session. Unit reactions can be empty and can be
composed in parallel (R1|R2).
Flows (F ) are described in Table 1(b). A flow is a set (possibly empty) of unit flows. A unit flow τ  Ea expresses the
subscription of a set of component names Ea for the topic τ . Since flows are defined on the component interface, their
configuration is locally maintained by each component. We freely use the notation τ  a to denote a flow having a single
end point a. Notice that, while the session identifier is used in the definition of reactions, subscriptions, that is, the creation
of flows, occur regardless of the session. This is because the activation of reactions will properly regulate the handling of
events according to their session.
The syntax of component behaviors is reported in Table 1(c). The first two productions represent, respectively, the empty
behavior (0) and the internal action (; B). The SC primitives allow one to dynamically reconfigure the structure of the
coordination policies by adding new flows and reactions. The rule rupd (reaction update) supports the reconfiguration of
the reaction part of the component interface by adding a new reaction. Conflicts for the reactions predicating on the same
topic will be handled non deterministically and only one of them will be executed. In a similar way, the fupd (flow update)
modifies the component flows. Since flows are built as sets, the insertion of an existing flow has no effect. An asynchronous
emission, out〈τ c©τ ′〉; B, spawns into the network a multicast notification according to the flows. Differently from the
pi-calculus, we observe that the SC output operation (emission) is not presented as bare output. As will be clarified by the
semantic rules (Out) in Table 4, the continuation B of an output operation is activated without waiting for the consumption
of the envelopes from the receivers.
All the SC actions have been presented in a prefixed form act; B, with act representing an atomic action in the set
{, rupd(R), fupd(F), out〈τ c©τ ′〉}. Once the atomic step act terminates, its continuation B is activated. When it is clear from
the context, we will omit the empty behavior, writing act instead of act; 0. Topics and sessions can be dynamically created
by using the primitive (ντ)B. Finally, behaviors can be composed in parallel and embody concurrent computations taking
place on the same service (e.g. for handling simultaneous notifications received from several partners).
The SC components describe locations on which the current computations are taking place. Components are structured
to build a network of services whose syntax is reported in Table 1(d). In the following, we use capital letters N,M, . . . ∈ N
to denote networks. Notice that networks are flat, namely there is no hierarchy of components. Moreover, for simplicity we
assume that networks are well formed: component names are not replicated. A network provides the facility to transport
envelopes encapsulating the events exchanged among components. This feature is at the core of the SC asynchronous
communication. Envelopes 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a represent the network facility to transport event notifications: they yield the emitted
event having topic τ in the session τ ′ related to the subscribed component a. Behaviors cannot create and communicate
component names. This implies that SC does not provide the facility to deploy and create new components at run-time. The
restriction primitive offered by networks allows a subset of the components to be ‘‘hidden’’ to some of the other participants.
Free (fn) and bound (bn) names are defined in the standard way. Since lambda reaction τ λ τ ′ m B and restriction (ντ)B
act as binders for τ ′ and τ , respectively, in Table 2 we report only these rules.
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Table 2
SC free and bound names.
fn((ντ)B) = fn(B) \ {τ } bn((ντ)B) = bn(B) ∪ {τ }
fn(τ λ τ ′ m B) = fn(B) \ {τ ′} ∪ {τ } bn(τ λ τ ′ m B) = bn(B) ∪ {τ ′}
fn((νn)N) = fn(N) \ {n} bn((νn)N) = bn(N) ∪ {n}
Table 3
SC structural congruence laws.
0|R ≡ R R1|R2 ≡ R2|R1 R1|(R2|R3) ≡ (R1|R2)|R3
0|F ≡ F F1|F2 ≡ F2|F1 F1|(F2|F3) ≡ (F1|F2)|F3
0|B ≡ B B1|B2 ≡ B2|B1 B1|(B2|B3) ≡ (B1|B2)|B3
∅ ‖ N ≡ N N1 ‖ N2 ≡ N2 ‖ N1 N1 ‖ (N2 ‖ N3) ≡ (N1 ‖ N2) ‖ N3
(ντ)0 ≡ 0 (ντ)(ντ ′)B ≡ (ντ ′)(ντ)B
τ /∈ fn(B′)
((ντ)B)|B′ ≡ (ντ)(B|B′)
(νn)∅ ≡ ∅ (νn)(νn′)N ≡ (νn′)(νn)N
τ /∈ fn(B′)
((ντ)B)|B′ ≡ (ντ)(B|B′)
(τ  Ea)|(τ  Eb) ≡ τ  Ea ∪ Eb
τ /∈ {a} ∪ fn(F) ∪ fn(R)
(ντ)a [B]RF ≡ a [(ντ)B]RF
2.2. Reduction semantics
The operational semantics of SC is defined in terms of structural congruence and a reduction relation. The structural
congruence over reactions, flows, behaviors and networks is the smallest congruence relation that satisfies the laws given
in Table 3. Notice that the first statements guarantee that (R, |, 0), (F , |, 0), (B,|, 0) and (N,‖,∅) are commutative monoids.
As usual, the structural congruence allows us to represent scope extrusion. Finally, the last rule guarantees that flows are
structured as sets.
For the sake of presentation, we introduce an auxiliary operator (F)↓τ yielding the set of components that are subscribed
to the topic τ . This operator, in the following called flow projection, is inductively defined as follows:
(∅F )↓τ= ∅ (τ  Ea)↓τ ′=
{Ea if τ ′ = τ
∅ otherwise (F |F
′)↓τ= (F)↓τ ∪(F ′)↓τ
The reduction relation→ is defined by the rules depicted in Table 4. The intuitive interpretation of the reduction rules is
straightforward. Rules (Check) and (Lambda) describe the activation of check reactions (that require the exact match of the
session identifier) and of lambda reactions (receiving the session identifier as argument). Notice that check reactions are
consumed,while lambda reactions are persistent. A lambda reaction can be used to publish a public interface that establishes
a session with the client. Instead, a check reaction permits a service to handle only events that belong to a given session.
For example, if the session is used to identify an instance of a work-flow, this mechanism allows the service to specialize
its behavior for each instance and to track the progress of the control flow. The rule (Out) introduces in the network a set
of envelopes, i.e. an envelope for each of the subscriber components. The subscribed components are retrieved through the
flow projection operator.
2.3. Example: Resource negotiation
We consider an example business process, namely the negotiation of a set of resources in a scenario where multiple
resource providers compete with each other. We assume a service s (the server) and a set of components ci (the clients)
competing to provide to the server a set of resources that are needed for its operation. Each client owns some resources and
the server demands client resources. The clients in turn can accept or decline requests of resources by the server. The server
provides its functionality to external clients only once it has collected all the needed resources.
Assuming to start from a configuration in which the clients and the server have properly performed their subscriptions,
the business process is summarized as follows:
1. during the initial negotiation phase, the service claims its resource requirements to the clients
2. each client can issue its offer of resources or ignore the service demands,
3. if no client responds to the service demand, then the negotiation fails,
4. if the service receives a sufficient amount of resources the negotiation phase terminates, otherwise it restarts,
5. if the negotiation phase succeeds, the service activates its functionality.
This pattern can be used in several contexts to model collaborative applications. In SC it can be specified as follows. We
start by classifying the exchanged events into two groups:
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Table 4
SC semantic rules.
(Skip)
a [; B1|B2]RF → a [B1|B2]RF
(Rupd)
a
[
rupd (R1); B1|B2
]R
F → a [B1|B2]R|R1F
(Fupd)
a
[
fupd (F1); B1|B2
]R
F → a [B1|B2]RF |F1
F ↓τ= Eb
(Out)
a
[
out〈τ c©τ ′〉; B1|B2
]R
F → a [B1|B2]RF ‖
∏
bi∈Eb
〈τ c©τ ′〉@bi
N → N1
(Par)
N ‖ N2 → N1 ‖ N2
N ≡ N1 → N2 ≡ N3
(Struct)
N → N3
(Check)
〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ a [B1]R|τ c©τ
′mB2
F → a [B1|B2]RF
(Lambda)
〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ a [B1]R|τλτ ′′mB2F → a
[
B1|{τ ′/τ ′′}B2
]R|τλτ ′′mB2
F
N → N ′
(New)
(νn)N → (νn)N ′
Fig. 1. Services that collaborate to supply a resource set.
Fig. 2. SC components that collaborate to supply a resource set.
• Offering events: An ‘‘offering event’’ (having topic τo) represents the offer of a new resource from a client.
• Requesting events: A ‘‘requesting event’’ (having topic τr ) represents that the resources acquired by the service has been
changed, still the required amount has not been reached.
Fig. 1 illustrates the instance of this pattern where n clients are involved. Component inter-connections represent the
subscriber relations, which define the multicast routing policy. For example, if the service raises a requesting event multiple
copies are delivered to all involved clients. If a client raises an offering event only one copy is delivered to the service.
The network N in Fig. 2 illustrates the instance of this scenario where three clients are involved. We use the topic τi
to represent that someone requests to start the negotiation phase. We do not model quantitative aspects related to the
requirements of the service and the availabilities of the clients. We also abstract from the functionality supplied, which is
simply modelled as the behavior Bserv .
Initially, the service waits for a request τi. We trace the execution of the system by appending an envelope 〈τi c©τ ′〉@s to
the network. Notice that the envelope carries the activation request (the topic name τi) and a session identifier (the topic
name τ ). The component s can react to the request, by activating the corresponding lambda reaction. The component binds
the received session and executes the prescribed behavior:
〈τi c©τ ′〉@s ‖ s [0]τi λ τmBmainτr {c1,c2,c3} → s
[{τ ′/τ }Bmain]τi λ τmBmainτr {c1,c2,c3}
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Since the lambda reaction is not consumed, the service can concurrently handle several requests (uniquely identified by their
sessions). The process Bmain implements the following behavior: the service repeatedly requests new resources and receives the
offers until the required amount of resources has been reached.
Since Bmain exploits the topic τrec to implement the recursion, this topic is restricted to avoid any interference. The process
Bmain updates the interface of the service s as follows:
• The reactions R1|R2 represent a sort of repeat . . . until guards.
• The lambda reaction R1 handles continuation. It represents the case where the required amount of resources has not
been reached yet.
• The lambda reaction R2 terminates the recursion. It handles the case when the required amount of resources has been
reached and activates the provided functionality.
• The flow τrec  s allows to notify the recursion requests to the service itself.
s
[{τ ′/τ }Bmain]τi λ τmBmainτr {c1,c2,c3} → (ντrec)s [out〈τrec c©τ ′〉]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}
The service raises an event τrec to start the recursion. Since the activation of the recursion is a private event, s is the only
component knowing the event with topic τrec .
The flow projection on the topic τrec results:
(τr  {c1, c2, c3}|τrec  {s}) ↓τrec= {s}
hence, we obtain that:
(ντrec)s
[
out〈τrec c©τ ′〉
]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2
τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}↓
(ντrec)
(
s [0]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s} ‖ 〈τrec c©τ ′〉@s
)
Now, both the reactions R1 and R2 can consume the pending envelope 〈τrec c©τ ′〉@s. R2 is activated when the resource
requirements are fulfilled. Instead, R1 is activated when the service needs more resources to accomplish its task.
Below, we continue the description of the trace for the activation of R1.
(ντrec)
(
s [0]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s} ‖ 〈τrec c©τ ′〉@s
)
↓
(ντrec)s
[
rupd
(
τo c©τ ′ m out〈τrec c©τ ′〉
)
|out〈τr c©τ ′〉
]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2
τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}
R1 installs a new check reaction for the topic τo to the component s. This reaction permits the service to receive new resource
offers from the clients. Concurrently, the service raises an event τr to notify its further demand of resources. The component
s discovers the three resource providers
(τr  {c1, c2, c3}) ↓τr= {c1, c2, c2}
and then spawns into the network the three corresponding envelopes:
(ντrec)s
[
rupd
(
τo c©τ ′ m out〈τrec c©τ ′〉
)
|out〈τr c©τ ′〉
]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2
τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}↓
(ντrec)s [0]
τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2|τo c©τ ′mout〈τrec c©τ ′〉
τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}‖ 〈τr c©τ ′〉@c1 ‖ 〈τr c©τ ′〉@c2 ‖ 〈τr c©τ ′〉@c3
Upon the reception of a resource request, a client non-deterministically activates one of its reactions. The execution of
τr c©τ m 0 models the case when the client refuses to offer resources, so it simply consumes the received envelope. The
execution of the action τr c©τ m out〈τo c©τ 〉 represents the case where the client participates in the negotiation providing a
new resource. Anyhow, client reactions are not consumed and persist on its interface:
ci [0]
τr λ τmout〈τo c©τ 〉|τr λ τm0
τo {s} ‖ 〈τr c©τ ′〉@ci↓
ci
[
out〈τo c©τ ′〉
]τr λ τmout〈τo c©τ 〉|τr λ τm0
τo {s}
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Clients raise events having topic τo to notify their agreement to provide a resource. Notice that each client is connected to
the only component s
(τo  {s}) ↓τr= {s}
therefore only one envelope is spawned into the network:
ci
[
out〈τo c©τ ′〉
]τr λ τmout〈τo c©τ 〉|τr λ τm0
τo {s}↓
ci [0]
τr λ τmout〈τo c©τ 〉|τr λ τm0
τo {s} ‖ 〈τo c©τ ′〉@s
Upon the reception of a resource offer τo, the service activates the check reaction. Notice that this reaction can be triggered
only if the session of the resource offer matches the session of the installed reaction.
〈τo c©τ ′〉@s ‖ (ντrec)s [0]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2|τo c©τ ′mout〈τrec c©τ ′〉τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}↓
(ντrec)s
[
out〈τrec c©τ ′〉
]τi λ τmBmain|R1|R2
τr {c1,c2,c3}|τrec {s}
Finally, the raising of the event with topic τrec from the component s restarts the recursion. If the spawned envelope is
consumed by the reaction R1 the negotiation continues, representing that the resource requirements are not satisfied.
Otherwise, no further resource requests are delivered by the service and no further offers are handled.
3. The Network Coordination Policies calculus
In this section we introduce the Network Coordination Policies (NCP) calculus, a process calculus equipping our
framework with a suitable choreography model. SC and NCP lay at two different levels of abstraction. The former is tailored
to support the (formal) design of services, the latter is the specification language to declare the coordination policies. Policies
take the form of processes that represent the behavior as observed from a global point of view, that is, all the public
interactions taking place on the network infrastructure are observable. Hence, an NCP process describes the interactions
that are expected to occur and how these are interleaved. Indeed, certain features can be described at both levels: the NCP
specification declareswhat is expected from the service network infrastructure, the SC design specifies how to implement it.
We start introducing the syntax ofNCP. We assume that components are uniquely identified by names a, b, . . . belonging
to a countable set A. As done in Section 2 we assume a countable set of names T , ranged over by τ1, τ2, . . . , to represent
topic and session names.
TheNCP interactions conform the notion ofmulticast notification of SC. However, the subscriptionmechanism is handled
differently in the two calculi, thus reflecting the fact that they lay at a different abstraction level. SC exploits the flows of
components, while NCP model this information by a global point of view, introducing the notion of network topologies.
Informally, a network topology represents the routing of notification among all components involved by the coordination.
A network topology is a structure G = (V , E, R), where V ⊆ A, R ⊆ V and E ⊆ V × T × V . We assume that both
V and E are finite. The set V represents the component layer, while E represents the flow structure of events. The tuple
(a, τ , b) ∈ E expresses the component a has a flow towards b for events of topic τ . The set R of components represents the
collection of private components of the network, namely all components that cannot be reached from outside the network
itself (i.e. services deployed on a virtual private network (VPN)). The remaining components (namely those in V \ R) are
meant to be public. We can represent a network topology G via a directed labelled graph whose vertexes are the names of
the components (V ) tagged with their visibility information, and whose edges are the elements in E. Hereafter we will use
E to represent a set of edges of a network topology.
The dichotomy between public and private components is also reflected in the notion of free and bound names. The notion
of free and bound names allow us to work up to ‘‘α-equivalence’’, that is we will freely rearrange private names of network
topologies whenever is needed to perform certain operations. Free and bound names of a network topology G = (V , E, R)
are defined as follows:
bn((V , E, R)) = R fn((V , E, R)) = (V ∪ {τ | (a, τ , b) ∈ E}) \ R
Fig. 3 illustrates some examples of network topologies involving the components in the set V = {a, b, c}. In the examples,
plain arrows represent edges for the topic τ , while dashed arrows represent edges for the topic τ ′. All network topologies
have no private components (i.e. R = ∅), with the exception of G9 (i.e. the underlined component a).
We introduce some auxiliary structures. We call topic graph the structure T = (V , L), where V ⊆ A and L ⊆ V × V . We
assume that both V and L are finite. A topic graph can be represented as an unlabelled directed graph having only public
component names as nodes. Finally, we call flows the finite set F ⊆ T × A, representing a finite set of pairs: topic and
component name.
We now introduce some auxiliary notations that allow us to operate on the structures presented above. Let G = (V , E, R)
and G′ = (V ′, E ′, R′) be two network topologies, a ∈ A be a component name, τ ∈ T be a topic name, T = (V , L) be a topic
graph and F be a flow:
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Fig. 3. Examples of NCP network topologies.
• G(a) is the function that retrieves all the outgoing flows of the component a in the network topology G, namely G(a) =
{(τ , b) | (a, τ , b) ∈ E};
• G ∩ a is the function that retrieves the edges of the network topology G involving a, namely G ∩ a = {(a, τ , b) ∈ E}
∪ {(b, τ , a) ∈ E}. Clearly G ∩ a ⊆ E;
• G(τ ) is the function that retrieves the topic graph of τ in G, namely G(τ ) = (V , {(a, b) | (a, τ , b) ∈ E}). Notice that the
topic graph G(τ )may contain isolated nodes;
• τ   T = (V , {(a, τ , b) | (a, b) ∈ T },∅). The function yields a network topology build by labelling with τ edges in the
topic graph. By construction the resulting network topology does not contain private components;
• G(a, τ ) is the function that retrieves all components that subscribed for events τ raised by the component a. Namely,
G(a, τ ) = {b | (τ , b) ∈ G(a)};
• aF = ({a} ∪ {b | (τ , b) ∈ F}, {(a, τ , b) | (τ , b) ∈ F},∅). The function yields a network topology built from the outgoing
flows of the component a. By construction the resulting network topology does not contain private components. Notice
that the nodes of the topology are inferred from the targets of the flow;
• if R ∩ R′ = ∅, R ∩ V ′ = ∅ and V ∩ R′ = ∅ then G unionmulti G′ = (V ∪ V ′, E ∪ E ′, R ∪ R′);
• if R′ = ∅ then G \ G′ = (V , E \ E ′, R).
We present some examples of applications of these notations, referring to the network topologies depicted in Fig. 3.
G1(a) = G2(a) = {(τ , b)} G5(a) = ∅
G3(a) = {(τ , b), (τ , c)} G4(a) = {(τ , b), (τ , c), (τ ′, b)}
G1 ∩ a = G2 ∩ a = {(a, τ , b)}
G4(τ ′) = G1(τ ) = G6(τ ′) = G7(τ ′) = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b)})
G4(τ ) = G3(τ ) = ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (a, c), (b, c)})
G4(a, τ ) = G7(a, τ ) = G3(a, τ ) = {b, c}
a  {(τ , b)} = ({a, b}, {(a, τ , b)},∅) G4 unionmulti G5 = G7
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Table 5
NCP policies syntax.
P ::= ∑i∈I pi@ai.Pi | τ τ ′@a.P | 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a
| fupd (F)@a.P | ι.P | P ‖ P
| (ν τ : T ) P | (ν a : E) P
pi ::= τ
(
τ ′
) | τ τ ′
where τ , τ ′ ∈ T , a ∈ A, T is a topic graph, F is a flow and I is a finite index
set and
∑
i∈Ipi@ai.Pi = 0when I = ∅
The following properties are easily proved:
(V , E,∅) unionmulti (V , E,∅) = (V , E,∅)
G unionmulti (∅,∅,∅) = G G unionmulti G′ = G′ unionmulti G
T = G(τ )
(G \ τ   T ) unionmulti τ   T = G
T = G(τ )
τ 6∈ fn(G \ τ   T )
G = G1 unionmulti G2
G(a) = G1(a) ∪ G2(a)
An NCP process is called a coordination policy. We use the word policy to emphasize the fact that the calculus has been
introduced to specify and constrain the behavior of SC networks. The syntax of coordination policies is defined in Table 5.
Non-deterministic (guarded) choice is denoted as
∑
i∈I pi@ai.Pi. The prefix p@a.P represents an action p executed by the
component awith continuation P . The prefix τ
(
τ ′
)
represents the action of receiving on τ ∈ T , and it is called lambda input
since it corresponds to SC lambda reactions (here, τ ′ is a bound name for the received session identifier). The prefix τ τ ′
represents the action of receiving events having topic τ and exactly session τ ′ and is therefore called check input. The policy
τ τ ′ raises an event on session τ ′ with topic τ . The component delivers the corresponding notifications to all services that
are subscribed on the topic τ . The envelope 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a represents a pending notification of an event of topic τ for the session
τ ′ targeted to the component a. Notice that the emitter of the envelope is not conveyed. The communication model of NCP
is strictly related to SC: the notification of events is the results of three stages:
• The emitter raises the event
• The envelopes are the pending notifications
• The target component activates the proper input
The policy fupd (F) adds F to the flows departing from a. Prefix ι.P represents the execution of an internal activity before
the execution of P . The restrictions (ν τ : T ) P and (ν a : E) P restrict the scope of τ and a in P; noteworthy, graph T permits
to extend the topology with the connections among components for the fresh topic τ , while the edges E yields the flows
from/to a. Finally, coordination policies can be composed in parallel. Free names fn(P) and bound names bn(P) are defined
as expected.
Differently from SC, NCP policies involves components, but are not boxed inside them. This has the main benefit of being
able to express coordination from a global point of view. For example, τ τ ′@a.τ τ ′@b is a NCP policy that cannot be directly
expressed using SC, because a hidden communication is needed to guarantee the order of execution of the two actions: there
is an hidden causal dependency between them.
Let G be an NCP topology and P an NCP policy, then the pair 〈G ; P〉 is called NCP state. Free and bound names of NCP
states are defined in a straightforward manner:
fn(〈G ; P〉 = fn(P) ∪ fn(G) \ bn(G)
bn(〈G ; P〉) = bn(P) \ fn(G) ∪ bn(G)
NCP states represent the specification of a system. Several states can be defined starting from a policy, according with the
topology in which the policy is embedded.
Composition of two NCP states (e.g. 〈G1 ; P1〉 and 〈G2 ; P2〉) is represented as the union of their network topologies
(e.g. G1 unionmulti G2) and the parallel composition of their policies (e.g. P1 ‖ P2).
Many other process calculi have been designed to deal with process distribution. A key feature of NCP is that network
topologies are first order entities; this also includes the capability to restrict a part of the network topology in a natural way,
thus allowing hidden network topologies (e.g. private sub-networks) to be modelled. The following example clarifies this
intuitive feature.
Let
〈
G1 ; (ν τ : ({a, b}, {(a, b)})) (P) ‖ P ′
〉
be an NCP state, where G1 is the network topology of Fig. 3. This NCP state
represents a specification composed by two concurrent policies. The policy P ′ is only aware of the flows described by G1 and
has no knowledge about τ , because it is restricted. Instead, the policy P recognizes the topic τ and the corresponding topic
graph. Indeed, the specification will evaluate P under the extended network topology G8 unionmulti G1 of Fig. 3.
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Table 6
NCP subjects.
Sbj (E) = {a | ∃c, τ .(a, τ , c) ∈ E}
Sbj ((V , E, R)) = Sbj (E) \ R
Sbj (0) = ∅ Sbj (P1 ‖ P2) = Sbj (P1) ∪ Sbj (P2)
Sbj (ι.P) = Sbj (P) Sbj (fupd (F)@a.P) = Sbj (P) ∪ {a}
Sbj
(〈τ c©τ ′〉@a) = ∅ Sbj (τ τ ′@a.P) = Sbj (P) ∪ {a}
Sbj
(
τ τ ′@a.P
) = Sbj (P) ∪ {a} Sbj (τ (τ ′)@a.P) = Sbj (P) ∪ {a}
Sbj ((ν τ : T ) P) = Sbj (P) ∪ {b | ∃c.(b, c) ∈ T }
Sbj ((ν a : E) P) = Sbj (P) ∪ Sbj (E) \ {a}
Sbj (〈(V , E, R) ; P〉) = Sbj (P) ∪ Sbj (E) \ R
In the rest of this paper, we consider only well-formed policies as defined below.
Definition 1. Let (ν a : E) P an NCP policy. We say that it is well formed if (b, τ , c) ∈ E ⇒ (a = b ∨ a = c).
For example, (ν a : {(b, τ , c)}) P is not a well formed because the restricted edge (b, τ , c) does not involve the component
a. Since name restrictions can add edges to the network graph of a NCP state, we also require that all these edges involve
existing nodes of the network topology. This constraint is fulfilled by the inductive structural rules reported in Appendix A.
NCP states, policies and topologies can involve component names in two different ways: either by identifying the
proactive components promoting the behavior (e.g. the name a in the policy τ τ ′@a) or by identifying the target component
of pending notifications (e.g. the name b in the policy 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b). In order to assemble properly coordination policies it
is crucial to be able to identify the set of component names that actively participate in the coordination. Informally, the
components that are not active in a NCP state are the targets of flows and the targets of envelopes. The notion of subjects
introduced below in exact term the notion of active components.
Definition 2. The subjects (Sbj) of network topologies, policies and states are inductively defined by the equations displayed
in Table 6.
The definition of subjects makes possible to identify NCP policies that when executed together do not produce
interferences. Two NCP terms are interference free whenever their active components (subjects) are disjoint. For example,
the NCP state
〈
G ; τ τ ′@a〉 could be composed with any NCP topology G′ that does not add flows to the component a. In
other words, the component name a cannot be in the subjects of G′. Indeed, we will show that the resulting NCP state〈
G unionmulti G′ ; τ τ ′@a〉 keeps the original behaviors. The formal characterization of the compositional properties of NCP states
will be given in Section 4.
Definition 3. Let X and Y range over NCP terms (states, policies and network topologies). We say that they assert on distinct
subjects (and we write X ⊥ Y ) if Sbj (X) ∩ Sbj (Y ) = ∅.
3.1. Operational semantics
Though NCP is reminiscent of the asynchronous pi-calculus, its semantics is centered on network topologies, that is the
environment of the computation (while in thepi-calculus it is implicit in the knowledge about global channels). This enables
us to model in a natural way multicast communication: for example, in order to receive τ τ ′, it is not sufficient to listen on
τ , but it is necessary that the network topology has a ‘‘τ -connection’’ between listener and emitter.
The semantics ofNCP is specified by a labelled transition system (LTS) inspired by the LTS for the asynchronouspi-calculus
of Honda and Tokoro [33]. Labels (α) are defined by the following grammar:
α ::=  | τ τ ′@a | (τ τ ′@a) | 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a | 〈τ c©(τ ′ : T )〉@a
where τ , τ ′ ∈ T , a ∈ A and T is a topic graph.
Label  represents unobservable activities like internal communications. Label τ τ ′@a is a free reaction activation. Label
(τ τ ′@a) represents the reception of a message that will be spawned in parallel with the current process (this label is
observable in any system, including the empty policy). Label 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a is the free (asynchronous) event notification of topic
τ , session τ ′ and destination a.
A key feature of NCP is the interplay between restriction of names and multicast communications. Indeed, in NCP the
extrusion of a name τ ′ enriches the receiver policy with fresh topologies. Hence, further emissions of events on τ ′ from the
policy itself will generate envelopes according with the inherited linkage. Label 〈τ c©(τ ′ : T )〉@a is a bound event notification
on τ of a topic τ ′ with topic graph T . The network graph T provides the receiver with information about the actual state of
the network topology for the extruded name τ ′. Hereafter, n(α)will denote the names of α.
The ‘‘big step’’ transition is the transitive closure of ≡ α−→≡ where α−→ is the smallest relation closed under the rules in
Tables 7 and 8 (where Ea, Eb, . . . range over subsets of A). Also we assume the following congruence rule:
b /∈ V ∪ fn(P ′) E ′ ⊥ P ′〈(
V , E ∪ E ′, R ∪ {b}) ; P ‖ P ′〉 ≡ 〈(V , E, R) ; (ν b : E ′) P ‖ P ′〉
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Table 7
NCP labelled transition rules.
(skip) 〈G ; ι.P〉 −→ 〈G ; P〉
(fupd) 〈G ; fupd (F)@a.P〉 −→ 〈G unionmulti (a  F) ; P〉
(emit)
〈
G ; τ τ ′@a.P 〉 −→ 〈G ; P ‖∏b∈G(a,τ ) 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉
(notify)
〈
G ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G ; 0〉
j ∈ I pj = τ (τ1)
(lambda)〈
G ;
∑
i∈I
pi@ai.Pi
〉
τ τ ′1@aj−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti τ ′1   T ; {τ ′1/τ1}Pj ‖ pj@aj.Pj〉
j ∈ I pj = τ τ ′
(check)〈
G ;
∑
i∈I
pi@ai.Pi
〉
pj@aj−−→ 〈G ; Pj〉
(async)
〈G ; P〉 (τ τ ′@a)−−−−→ 〈G ; P ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
Table 8
NCP labelled transition rules.
τ ′ 6∈ fn(G) 〈G unionmulti (τ ′   T ) ; P 〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti (τ ′   T ) ; P ′〉
(open)〈
G ; (ν τ ′ : T) P 〉 〈τ c©(τ ′ :T )〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti (τ ′   T ) ; P ′〉
τ ′ 6∈ fn(〈G ; P1〉)
〈G ; P1〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G unionmulti (τ ′   T ) ; P ′1〉
〈G ; P2〉 〈τ c©(τ
′ :T )〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti (τ ′   T ) ; P ′2〉 (close)
〈G ; P1 ‖ P2〉 −→
〈
G ; (ν τ ′ : T) (P ′1 ‖ P ′2)〉
〈G unionmulti (τ   T ) ; P〉 α−→ 〈G′ ; P ′〉 τ 6∈ n(α) ∪ fn(G) T ′ = G′(τ )
(new)
〈G ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 α−→ 〈G′ \ (τ   T ′) ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉
〈G ; P1〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G ; P ′1〉 〈G ; P2〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G ; P ′2〉
(com)
〈G ; P1 ‖ P2〉 −→
〈
G ; P ′1 ‖ P ′2
〉
〈G ; P〉 α−→ 〈G′ ; P ′〉
(par)
〈G ; P ‖ P1〉 α−→
〈
G′ ; P ′ ‖ P1
〉
The structural congruence handles scope extrusion of component names. However, in the case ofNCP one has to carefully
manage the network topologies. The side condition E ′ ⊥ P ′ ensures that the topic graph E ′ does not add flows to the subjects
of P ′ (i.e. adding flows would impact on the behaviors of P ′).
The transition 〈G ; P〉 α−→ 〈G′ ; P ′〉 represents the evolution of the coordination policy P plugged into the topologyG. After
the execution of the action α, the transition yields the state
〈
G′ ; P ′〉. Notice that the semantics of an NCP policy depends
on and can affect the network topology. In particular, the topology context G influences the behavior of the event emission
(see rule emit). Moreover, a policy P can dynamically update the topology context by extending certain component flows
(see rule fupd).
Rule skip trivially fires the silent action. Rule fupd changes the network topology, by appending the edges a  F to
the environment G; notice that newly added flows depart only from a. Rule emit implementsmulticast communication: it
spawns into the network an envelope for each subscriber in G(τ , a). The continuation policy P is executed regardless of the
reception of envelopes (having asynchronous communications). Notice that the network topology G affects the behavior
of the policy. Notification of envelopes, defined by rule notify, is in the same spirit of the output in the asynchronous
pi-calculus.
Rules lambda and checkmodel input actions. In the former, the selected input pj reads any envelope with topic τ and
binds τ1 to τ ′1 by adopting an early-style semantics.When a check input is selected, only envelopes of topic τ in session τ1 can
be consumed. Notice that the rule lambda can update the topology context by adding an arbitrary graph τ ′1 T . The intuition
behind is that when a component receives a fresh name τ ′1 it also discovers the existing connections (T ) involving τ
′
1. Notice
that in the early-style semantics of nominal calculi we guess the received names, therefore, the operational rule generates
a state transition for each (infinite) possible name τ ′1. For the same reason, we cannot infer the part of the network topology
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that involves the name τ ′1. Therefore, the operational rule generates a state transition for each (infinite) possible graph τ
′
1 T .
Moreover, the role of selecting the right transition is delegated to the rules that implements the synchronization: close
and com, as it is the case for nominal calculi.
The reception of an envelope by a check reaction cannot change the network topology, because the two names involved
by the communication are already known. Differently from SC, rules lambda and check allow one to express external non-
deterministic choice, and can involve several components. Finally, after the communication has occurred, all competitor
inputs are garbaged. Also rule lambda shows the persistence of lambda inputs. The Example in Section 3.2.2 will further
clarify these rules.
Rule async performs an input by simply accumulating the received message for subsequent usages thus delaying the
communication. This implies that envelopes 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a can be received at any time. It is worth remarking that this rule is
directly inspired by [1].
Rules open and close govern scope extrusion of a topic. Informally, the information carried by the envelope, namely
the session τ ′ and the topology allow rules open and close to perform a choice among all input transitions.
Rule new permits to extend the topology with a freshly generated name (τ /∈ n(α)) and hides the updates involving the
name outside the scope G′ \ (τ   T ′). Rule commanages the communication of a free session name τ ′. Notice that the rule
can choose only the input transitions that does not affect the topology, because the communicated session name is free.
Finally, Rule par has the standard meaning.
3.2. Examples
In this section we highlight the main features of NCP operational semantics with some illustrative examples.
3.2.1. Hidden communications
Let G be a topology. The NCP state below specifies a system consisting of two components a and b.〈
G ; τ (τ ′)@a.ι.τ1 τ ′@b〉
Intuitively, the component a can receive envelopes of topic τ . After some internal activities, the component b must raise
an event having the same session (τ ′) of the one received by a. Notice that a system implementing this specification
must involve a communication of the name of session τ ′ between a and b, however, this communication is not explicitly
represented in NCP.
The operational rules lambda, skip and emit detail the intended behavior. The lambda rule handles the early
instantiation of the input, allowing the transition for any name τ ′′. Notice that the lambda reaction remains active and
that the envelopes spawned by the component b have the same session of the received one. In the derivation, given below,
we use the notation
∏
to denote a parallel composition of several envelopes:〈
G ; τ (τ ′)@a.ι.τ1 τ ′@b〉
(τ τ ′′@a)−−−−→ −→ −→〈
G ; τ (τ ′′)@a.ι.τ1 τ ′@b ‖∏c∈G(b,τ1)〈τ1 c©τ ′′〉@c〉
3.2.2. Scope of topology
Let G = ({a, b}, {(a, τ , b)},∅) the topology describing a single connection from the component a to the component b for
the topic τ . Let us consider the NCP state 〈G ; P1 ‖ P2〉, where:
P1 = τ (τ1)@b.τ1 τs@a and P2 =
((
ν τ ′ : ∅) fupd ({(τ ′, b)})@a.〈τ c©τ ′〉@b)
The topology for the topic τ ′ is hidden outside P2, because τ ′ is restricted. The system starts updating the connections of the
component a for the topic τ ′. Since this update of the network topology is not visible in P1, the new linkages are not stored
into G and then they are confined into the restriction.〈
G ; fupd ({(τ ′, b)})@a.〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉
−→〈
G unionmulti a  {(a, τ ′, b)} ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉
〈G ; P2〉
−→〈
G ; (ν τ ′ : ({a, b}, {(a, b)})) 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉
〈G ; P1 ‖ P2〉
−→〈
G ; P1 ‖
((
ν τ ′ : ({a, b}, {(a, b)})) 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b)〉
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The parallel policies can communicate, extruding τ ′. The reception of the envelope by P1 (by the lambda reaction) also
performs the extrusion of the topology associated to τ ′. Hence, a can raise events having τ ′ to the recipient b.
〈G ; τ (τ1)@b.τ1 τs@a〉
τ τ ′@b−−−→〈
G unionmulti ({a, b}, {(a, τ ′, b)},∅) ; τ ′ τs@a〉
〈
G unionmulti ({a, b}, {(a, τ ′, b)},∅) ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉
〈τ c©τ ′〉@b−−−−−→
G unionmulti ({a, b}, {(a, τ ′, b)},∅)0〈
G ; (ν τ ′ : ({a, b}, {(a, b)})) 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉
〈τ c©τ ′:{(a,b)}〉@b−−−−−−−−−→〈
G unionmulti ({a, b}, {(a, τ ′, b)},∅) ; 0〉〈
G ; τ (τ1)@b.τ1 τs@a ‖
((
ν τ ′ : ({a, b}, {(a, b)})) 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b)〉
−→〈
G ; (ν τ ′ : {a, b}{(a, b)}) (τ ′ τs@a ‖ 0)〉
4. Bisimulation semantics
We introduce the notion of observational equivalence for NCP based on asynchronous bisimilarity. Bisimilarity for
asynchronous calculi has been extensively studied in [33,1]. Here we apply and extend these results to define NCP
bisimulation semantics. Intuitively, in the bisimulation game, any process can act as a buffer that reads any possible
envelope, which is not consumed, but rather stored in parallel with the process itself. This is done, in our case, by rule async.
On the other hand, ‘‘effective’’ inputs, the ones that actually consume envelopes, are not observed at all in the bisimulation
game, whereas synchronizations induced by these inputs are. Being not able to observe when an input takes place is the
essence of asynchronous communication. Thus, in defining bisimilarity, we keep into account the transitions induced by the
rule async, but not those obtained by check or lambda.
Definition 4. A symmetric binary relationB over NCP states is an NCP-bisimulation if whenever 〈G1 ; P1〉B 〈G2 ; P2〉 and
〈G1 ; P1〉 α−→
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉
• if α ∈ {, 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a, (τ τ ′@a)} and a /∈ bn(G1), there is 〈G2 ; P2〉 α−→
〈
G′2 ; P ′2
〉
and
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉
B
〈
G′2 ; P ′2
〉
• if α = 〈τ c©(τ ′ : T )〉@a with τ ′ /∈ fn(G2, P2) and a /∈ bn(G1), there is 〈G2 ; P2〉 〈τ c©(τ
′:T ′)〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉 and 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉
B
〈
G′2 ; P ′2
〉
.
We say that two NCP states S1 = 〈G1 ; P1〉 and S2 = 〈G2 ; P2〉 are bisimilar, and we write S1 ∼ S2, if there exists a NCP
bisimulationB such that S1BS2.
Weak bisimilarity is defined in the standard way by introducing the so called weak transition relation =⇒ α=⇒=⇒, where
α 6=  and=⇒ is the reflexive and transitive closure of −→. We use≈ to denote the largest NCP weak bisimulation.
NCP bisimulation is inspired by the Honda–Tokoro [33] bisimulation for asynchronous pi-calculus. However, since NCP
semantics is aware of topology contexts, suitable modifications are indeed required. Now we comment on these issues:
• Bisimilarity is defined on NCP states and not on processes.
• Two NCP states can be bisimilar even if their topologies are different. As an example, states wrapping inside the empty
policy (0) are bisimilar independently by their topologies.
• NCP bound output requires a refined treatment. To match a bound output transition, bisimilarity requires the
introduction of a novel constraint (i.e. the second constraint in Definition 4). Notice that the matching of transitions
is satisfied even if the two extruded topologies (T and T ′) are different, and consequently the corresponding labels.
We describe the properties of NCP bisimulation related to manage compositionality of the semantics. We also compare
these properties with the corresponding results for the asynchronous pi-calculus.
Theorem 1. Let 〈G1 ; P1〉 and 〈G2 ; P2〉 be two NCP states such that:
〈G1 ; P1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P2〉 and 〈G1 ; P1〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉
Then one of the following statements hold:
• 〈G2 ; P2〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉 and 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉
• 〈G2 ; P2〉 −→
〈
G′2 ; P ′2
〉
and
〈
G1 ; P ′1
〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
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, Proof. (Outline) The detailed proof of the theorem is given in Appendix B.3 and exploits the async rule to compose the
two policies with the same envelopes to infer their behavior. 
We comment on Theorem 1. Even thoughNCP bisimulation does not take into account input transitions, bisimilaritymay
relate two states, when one of them is ready to perform an input (〈G1 ; P1〉). Two cases are possible; either both states are
ready to receive the same envelope, or 〈G1 ; P1〉 re-spawns the notification immediately.
The property above resembles in our framework the technique adopted in [1] to transform an oτ -bisimulation into an
asynchronous-bisimulation.Moreover, the same property is guaranteed by the definition given in [33]. Indeed, our approach
adheres to Honda–Tokoro definition of asynchronous bisimulation [33]. In fact, both Honda–Tokoro bisimulation and NCP
bisimulation match the rule async instead of input transitions. However, because of awareness on the topology context,
Theorem 1 is rather restrictive, requiring that G1 is left unchanged bu the input transition.
Theorem 2. Let 〈G ; P〉 and 〈G′ ; P ′〉 be twoNCP states such that 〈G ; P〉 ∼ 〈G′ ; P ′〉, τ ∈ T be a topic, T = G(τ ) and T ′ = G′(τ )
be the topic graphs of τ in the two network topologies G and G′ respectively, then:
1. if G = (V , E, R), G′ = (V ′, E ′, R′) and Ea ⊆ V ∩ V ′ then 〈(V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 ∼ 〈(V , E ′, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′〉
2. 〈G \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 ∼ 〈G′ \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉
, Proof. (Outline) The proof of the theorem is reported in Appendix B.4. Our strategy is to check that the following relations
are NCP-bisimulations:
B = {(〈(V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 , 〈(V ′, E ′, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′〉) | 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 ∼ 〈(V ′, E ′, R′) ; P ′〉}
B =
{(〈G \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 , 〈G′ \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉) |
〈G ; P〉 ∼ 〈G′ ; P ′〉 , T = G(τ ) and T ′ = G′(τ )
}
∪ ∼ 
Theorem 2 describes when network reconfigurations preserve bisimilarity:
1. We can hide the set of component names Ea for both topologies, and, consequently, all components Ea are not reachable
from external agents,
2. We can restrict the name τ , and then external agents cannot notify events having this name as topic. Clearly, this
reconfiguration must take into account the topology context. The parts of the graphs (T and T ′) must reflect the original
topic graphs (G(τ ) and G′(τ )). Hence, the restriction must leave unchanged the internal topologies.
We continue to point out the main differences between NCP semantics and bisimulation of asynchronous pi-
calculus. Asynchronous pi-calculus bisimulation is preserved by parallel composition. This property does not hold for NCP
bisimulation. Clearly, the NCP semantics is context aware (rule emit) and the composition of a new policy can affect the
topology context (rule fupd).
To clarify this point, we provide a simple example. The NCP states 〈G ; ι〉 and 〈({a, b},∅,∅) ; τ τ ′@a〉 are bisimilar. The
first state performs a silent action ( by the rule skip), becoming the inactive state 〈G ; 0〉. The second state constraints the
component a to raise an event, performing a silent action ( by the rule emit). Since the state topology does not contain
any flow for the component a, no envelope is spawned and then the state becomes 〈({a, b},∅,∅) ; 0〉. Hence, the resulting
states are bisimilar.
Now, we compose the two states above in parallel with a policy that updates the network topology of the component a:
fupd ({(τ , b)})@a. We obtain the following states:
S = 〈G ; ι ‖ fupd ({(τ , b)})@a〉 S ′ = 〈({a, b},∅,∅) ; τ τ ′@a ‖ fupd ({(τ , b)})@a〉
State S evolves to the inactive state performing two silent actions (using rules skip and fupd). Independently by the order
used to manage the concurrent composition, the state changes its network topology and becomes: 〈G unionmulti a  {(τ , b)} ; 0〉.
The state S ′ performs two silent actions (using rules emit and fupd). However, if the flow update is performed before the
event emission, the state evolves by spawning an envelope inside the network:
〈
({a, b}, {(a, τ , b)},∅) ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b〉. Then,
the resulting states are not bisimilar.
The counterexample above shows that NCP bisimilarity is not preserved by parallel composition. However, we can
characterize certain patterns of service specifications (NCP states) that enjoy compositionality properties. Theorem 3
formally expresses the sufficient condition ensuring NCP compositionality.
Theorem 3. Let SP1 = 〈G1 ; P1〉, SP2 = 〈G2 ; P2〉, SQ1 = 〈I2 ; Q2〉 and SQ2 = 〈I2 ; Q2〉 be NCP states, such that SP1 ∼ SQ2 and
SQ1 ∼ SQ2 .
If SP1 ⊥ SQ1 and SP2 ⊥ SQ2 then 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 ∼ 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉.
, Proof. (Outline) We prove the theorem in Appendix B.7 by showing that the following relation is a bisimulation:
B =

(〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 , 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉)
| 〈G1 ; P1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P2〉 ∧ 〈I1 ; Q1〉 ∼ 〈I2 ; Q2〉
∧ Sbj (〈G1 ; P1〉) ∩ Sbj (〈I1 ; Q1〉) = ∅
∧ Sbj (〈G2 ; P2〉) ∩ Sbj (〈I2 ; Q2〉) = ∅
 
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Table 9
Encoding the flow F : [[F ]].
[[0]] = ∅
[[
τ  Eb
]]
= {(τ , b) | b ∈ Eb} [[F |F ′]] = [[F ]] ∪ [[F ′]]
Table 10
Encoding the behavior B executed within the component a: [[B]]a .
[[; B]]a = ι.[[B]]a
[[0]]a = 0
[[
B|B′]]a = [[B]]a ‖ [[B′]]a
[[(ντ)B]]a = (ν τ : ∅) [[B]]a
[[
out〈τ c©τ ′〉B]]a = τ τ ′@a. [[B]]a[[
rupd (R) ; B]]a = ι. [[R]]a ‖ [[B]]a [[fupd (F) ; B]]a = fupd ([[F ]])@a. [[B]]a
Table 11
Encoding the reaction R for component a: [[R]]a .
[[0]]a = 0
[[
R|R′]]a = [[R]]a ‖ [[R′]]a[[
τ c©τ ′ c©Bm
]]
a = τ τ ′@a. [[B]]a
[[
τ λ τ ′ m B
]]
a = τ
(
τ ′
)
@a. [[B]]a
Table 12
Encoding the network N: [[N]].
[[∅]] = 〈(∅,∅,∅) ; 0〉 [[〈τ c©τ ′〉@a]] = 〈(∅,∅,∅) ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
[[N]] = 〈G ; P〉 [[N ′]] = 〈G′ ; P ′〉[[
N ‖ N ′]] = 〈G unionmulti G′ ; P ‖ P ′〉
[[N]] = 〈G ; P〉 T = G(τ )
[[(ντ)N]] = 〈G \ (τ   T ) ; (ν τ : T ) P〉
[[N]] = 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 a 6∈ R
[[(νa)N]] = 〈(V ∪ {a}, E, R ∪ {a}) ; P〉[[
a [B]RF
]] = 〈G ; [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 where G = a  [[F ]]
We summarize the main features of NCP compositionality:
• NCP bisimilarity is preserved whenever states have disjoint active components.
• adding behaviors or flows to active components (subjects) can alter bisimilarity.
Notice that the composition property of NCP is suitable for handling loosely coupled systems where one adds services and
does not alter their behavior.
5. Checking choreography
Our formal framework is tailored to support the local design of services (SC) and the global specification of the
service coordination policies (NCP). The NCP specification declares what is globally expected from the service network
infrastructure, the SC design specifies how the overall behavior is locally implemented by each service. Since SC and NCP
share the same computational paradigm, a challenging question is to formally define when an SC design respects an NCP
specification. Our strategy is to check semantic equivalence at the abstract level of global specification (NCP bisimilarity).
In particular, we prove that NCP and SC semantics are related by a correctness result so that for each SC network, there
is an NCP policy that reflects all the properties of the network. We establish this result by introducing a semantic based
transformation mapping an SC design into NCP state. We show that the transformation is fully abstract with respect to NCP
bisimilarity. The converse is not true in general: not every NCP coordination policy is implementable in SC. For example, the
NCP non-deterministic choice that involves several components cannot by directly implemented in SC. We show how an SC
design respects an NCP policy. Summing up all these results together allow us to check consistency of SC designs with the
respect to NCP choreography.
We have already pointed out that the first step of ourmethodology consists of providing an encoding from SC networks to
NCP policies. The basic idea of the encoding is to transform SC reductions into NCP transitions labelled with . The encoding
of an SC network into an NCP state exploits the following auxiliary functions:
• the function [[F ]] (see Table 9) takes a SC flow F and maps it into an NCP flow
• the function [[B]]a (see Table 10) takes a SC behavior B, localized within the component a, and maps it into an NCP policy• the function [[R]]a (see Table 11) takes a SC reaction R, installed in the interface of the component a, and maps it into a
policy
• the function [[N]] (see Table 12) takes a SC network N and maps it into a NCP state.
The correctness of the encoding is given up-to bisimilarity as shown by the theorem below.
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Fig. 4. SC designs refinements.
Fig. 5. NCP specification.
Table 13
Context C syntax.
C ::= ∅ | a [B]RF | C ‖ C | 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a | (νn)C | ∗
Theorem 4. Let N and N ′ be SC networks. We have that N → N ′ if and only if [[N]] −→ (G, P) and (G, P) ∼ [[N ′]].
, Proof. See Appendix C.5 for the detailed proof of the theorem. 
Definition 5 declares when an SC design satisfies an NCP specification.
Definition 5. LetN be a SC network, and let P be aNCP policy and letG be a topic-driven topology.We say thatN implements
the choreography (G, P) provided that [[N]] ≈ (G, P).
Definition 5 provides a semantic notion of satisfaction. We define it up-to weak bisimilarity, since we abstract from the
internal behavior of services and we focus only on their interactions as observed from a global stand point. Hence, strong
bisimulation does not provide a suitable behavioral equivalence, since it does not abstract over internal activities.
The formal verification of design respect to specification provides the basis of amodel driven developmentmethodology.
The designer can define a sequence of SC models that implement the same choreography, each of them obtained refining
the previous one by adding more details. These refinements can be formally verified against the same NCP specification
(see Fig. 4). Moreover, bisimulation-checking techniques such as those of [24] could be employed to semi-automatically
verify finite-state designs.
The last step of our work is checking compositionality. Once a service coordination has been verified, it should be possible
to ‘‘plug’’ it into a distributed network of components, without altering the verified properties. The compositionality issues
are formalised in the rest of this section.
First, we introduce SC network contexts. As usual, we adopt the notions of occurrence of a symbol in a term, and of
substitution. The setC of one-hole SC network contexts is defined as the least subset generated by the grammar in Table 13,
where the number of occurrences of the placeholder ∗ is one. Notice that SC contexts allow one to compose the network
with other services, to add envelopes and to restrict a name.
Let C be a network contexts and let N be a SC network. The expression C[N] is defined as the syntactic substitution of
the single occurrence of the placeholder ∗ in C with N . Here, we focus on the case where C[N] is well formed.
Theorem 5. Let N1 and N2 be SC networks such that [[N1]] ∼ [[N2]]. For all C ∈ C, it holds that [[C[N1]]] ∼ [[C[N2]]].
, Proof. The proof of the theorem is done by structural induction over the context. If the context is a name restriction
((νn)C), we can directly apply Theorem 2. If the context is a parallel composition (C1 ‖ C2) we refer to Theorem 3. Indeed,
since we assume contexts to be well formed, the subjects of the encodings ([[C1]] and [[C2]]) are disjoint. 
6. Verifying SC designs
Verifying if a SC system respects an NCP specification is performed by checking weak bisimilarity between the
specification and the translation of the system. We now illustrate this methodology by considering the NCP specification
described in Section 3.2.1 (see Fig. 5).
This NCP state specifies a system consisting of two globally known components (a and b). The component a is able to
consume any envelope of topic τ , regardless its session. Moreover, after some internal computation, the component bmust
raise an event of topic τ1 having the same session of the one received by a. Notice that the topics τ and τ1 are free thus
representing that these events are globally known. Moreover, the specification does not impose any restriction regarding
the mechanism used by a to inform b about the received session. Finally, the policy specifies that the flow of the component
b does not change for all globally known topics.
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(a) SC model.
(b) NCP encoding.
Fig. 6.Wrong implementation.
(a) SC model.
(b) NCP encoding.
Fig. 7. Correct implementation.
The SC network in Fig. 6(a) represents a system that attempts to implement the specification. The network is composed
only by the two component a and b. The component a is able to receive τ envelopes by a lambda reaction, which simply
forwards the envelope to the component b.
It is straightforward to verify that the system does not correctly implement the specification. Intuitively, the lambda
reaction of the component b reacts to any envelope having the global topic τ , regardless the notifier component. If an
external agent sends directly to b an envelope having this topic, the component b raises the event τ1. This behavior is
not prescribed by the specification. The formal verification is performed by translating the SC network to an NCP state
(see Fig. 6(b)). Both the specification and the translation of the network can perform an async action (τ τ ′@b), storing
the envelope 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b in parallel with the policy. However the resulting policies do not evolve in the same way. Indeed,
the specification cannot consume the pending envelope, enabling one to observe only the action 〈τ c©τ ′〉@b. Instead, the
implementation can consume the envelope via the reaction of b, activating the corresponding behavior, and then delivering
τ1 envelopes to the components Ec.
The issues of the previous implementation can be solved by using a private topic, shared between a and b. In the SC
network of Fig. 7(a), the component a employs the private topic τ2 to notify the reception of the session. Intuitively, the
component b cannot be forced by an external agent to raise a τ1 event without previously involving a. The SC network is
translated to the NCP state reported in Fig. 7(b).
7. Related works
Several process calculi have been put forward as a basis for modelling and designing programming languages for wide-
area networks. Usually, these calculi do not abstract from aspects of the network like physical distribution, location of
resources: they arenetwork-aware.Well-knownexamples of process calculiwith an explicit notion of locality areDistributed
pi-calculus [32], Ambient [9], Djoin [26], and KLAIM [16]. However, the above calculi tackle mobility of code and handle the
network infrastructuremostly as a passive entity. They do not provide primitives to explicitly model the network dynamics.
NCP can be regarded as a network-aware process calculus attempting to deal with the issue of network dynamics.
The problem of network-awareness has been also considered when designing middleware for distributed programming.
For instance, the middleware presented in [15] provides an extension of the event notification paradigm where events
are associated with locality information. Additionally, the model presented in [27] adds context information to the event-
notification paradigm so that one can specify which events are visible within a specific context. From this perspective,
NCP notifications are equipped with locality information. Moreover, the notion of topic can be exploited to filter among
notifications.
Recent works that have addressed the definition of choreography models for services are [8,6]. Carbone, Honda, and
Yoshida [8] introduces a process calculus to describe service interactions from a global perspective. They also provides a
formal machinery to project a given choreography into the local threads. Our work follows the inverse approach. Indeed, our
methodology allows one to abstract SC designs into a NCP specification in a natural way. This has the main advantage that
the verification of the conformance of the local SC designs with respect to the given global NCP specification is obtained via
NCP bisimilarity.
Bravetti and Zavattaro [6] focuses on service contracts. A contract defines the possible flows of invocations that are
received and emitted by the service, the essential aspects of the interaction behavior of services. The theory of contracts
of [6] formally characterizes the possibility of replacing serviceswith sub-services. Our approach does not include the notion
of service contract. However, the semantic notion of conformance we developed provides a mechanism to check whether a
service SC network satisfies the global multi-party contract specified by a given NCP specification.
Finally, event notification and multicast communications can be implemented on top of channel based process calculi
(e.g. pi-calculus [39]). However, this solution leads tomix themanagement of the subscription relations among components
with their behaviors. A nativemulticastmodel hides communication complexity and permits to program the behavior of the
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service independently from the number of involved subscribers. A detailed comparison of our formal model with respect to
the pi-calculus to deal with situations typically event based is given in [46].
8. Concluding remarks
We have introduced Network Coordination Policies (NCP) calculus acting as choreography model for the Signal Calculus
(SC). SC is a calculus for services where interaction occurs by publishing services that other components may subscribe. NCP
is tailored to express coordination patterns within the event notification paradigm by combining suitable mechanisms such
as event and network hiding, network reconfiguration and multicast communication. In our approach, NCP constitutes the
specification language while SC is the design language. The former expresses what the designer expects from the system,
while the latter defines how it is implemented.
The SC programmingmodel has provided the basis to design and implement the JSCLmiddleware for services [20,17,19].
Indeed, SC network model is directly reflected into the JSCL run-time. A distinguished aspect of our approach is that the
JSCL design and the related development methodology are characterized by a close interplay between formal semantics
modelling, implementation pragmatics and application.
NCP and SC not only share the same computational paradigm to handle service interactions. Indeed, they are semantically
related by a notion of conformance, based on bisimilarity, supporting verification of choreography constraints expressed as
NCP policies. A model-driven development methodology has been also presented. This highlights how formal techniques
based on bisimilarity scale to formalisms closer to real-world programming languages.
Bisimilarity has beenproved to be an effective basis for verifyingproperties of systemsdescribed in someprocess calculus.
However, bisimulation checking is not decidable in general for process calculi. Indeed, verification techniques based on
finite state representations of process calculi have been exploited to establish properties of a variety of systems such as
communication protocols, hardware designs and embedded controllers. Moreover, they have been incorporated in several
toolkits supporting automated verification. Here, wemention the ConcurrencyWorkBench [14], theMeije-FC2 tools [4] and
the HAL toolkit [18] to cite a few. Several systems of considerable complexity have been formalised and proved correct by
exploiting these semantics based verification environments.
We intend to apply the theory we develop on bisimilarity for the SC/NCP framework to verify correctness of SOA
applications. Two main strategies have been adopted to deal with the general undecidability issues. On the one hand, we
provide general results that are used to guarantee properties of SOA systems respecting certain structural constraints. On
the other hand, in order to provide automatic verification algorithms, the expressiveness of the SC/NCP framework should
be reduced.
In [11] we introduced a technique to verify properties of Long Running Transactions (LRT). Our technique works as
follows: first we transform Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN [5]) designs of LRT into the corresponding SC/NCP
models. Then, we introduced ‘‘magic processes’’ to represent the transactional requirements. Finally, we verified correctness
of the transformation by proving bisimilarity between the SC/NCP models and the ‘‘magic processes’’. In [21] we extended
this approach tomanage compositionality of BPMNdesigns.We developed several design patterns rearranging the structure
of a wide variety of SC/NCP models. In particular, these patterns can be safely applied to all SC/NCP models representing
BPMN designs. Where safety means that the transformations do not break bisimilarity. In [22] we experimented the
effectiveness of this approach via some case studies.
In order to obtain a broader application of our techniques it is necessary to develop fully-automated methods for
equivalence checking. We already pointed out the effectiveness of finite-state verification techniques. Moreover, the
possibility of generating new names (as it is the case of SC/NCP) leads to a much more complicated finite state verification
techniques. History-dependent (HD) automata [41] has been introduced as a suitable model to manage name generation.
HD automata feature explicit mechanisms to deal with names, name allocation and garbage collection of unused names. HD
automata have been used to check equivalence of synchronous and asynchronous pi-calculus [43]. The MIHDA [23] toolkit
relies and implements the HD automata verification techniques.
We plan to apply HD automata techniques to tackle NCP finite state verification. Two approaches are possible. The
first approach is a model transformation technique, consisting of encoding NCP into the pi-calculus and therefore enabling
directly the MIHDA facilities for verification. The second approach requires further reasoning. Recently, the theory of HD
automata have been extended [13] to handle richer structures than plain names (e.g. name fusions, graph-like structures).
Remarkably, HD finite state verification techniques such as minimization are still possible. This extended class of HD
automata provides all the suitable mechanisms to express finite state verification for NCP.
Apart from asynchronous bisimilarity other notions of abstract semantics have been introduced for asynchronous
calculi (see [25] for an extensive analysis of the different proposals). Indeed, the choice of an abstract semantic notion
depends on the specific scenarios, namely, on the kind of properties one wishes to verify. In the context of the
specification/implementation relationships for services, bisimilarity is appealing since allows one to check that a design
strictly implements a given policy. An interesting future work is the analysis of notions of refinement, viewed as preorder
relations (such as the family of testing semantics for asynchronous process calculi).
We plan to extend the JSCL framework to include the NCP choreographymodel and the corresponding model-driven de-
velopment methodology. We also intend to equip the JSCL environment with some verification toolkits (e.g.model-checking
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and bisimulation-checking) thus making it capable to verify that the design is compliant with the specification of the chore-
ography demands before deploying services.
The use of model-checking tools for calculi featuring fresh generation is heavily affected by the infinite nature of such
systems. A number of formal techniques have been developed to handle freshness of names in terms of finite-state model.
This issue has been the main concern of history-dependent automata (see e.g. [44,42,23]). History-dependent automata
provide an automata based model for the pi-calculus where states are equipped with name permutations to manage
freshness and garbage collections of names. Recently this automata model has been extended to deal with calculi different
from the pi-calculus [12,48]. In the case of NCP, the flat structure of names is replaced by graphs, hence the final state
verification machineries provided by history-dependent automata must be refined accordingly. In this respect, we expect
to take advantage from the equivalence between certain categorical models [28] and named sets to richer index categories
than pure names.
Appendix A. NCP state well formedness
We say that 〈G ; P〉 is well formed and we write ` 〈G ; P〉whenever ` 〈G ; P〉 can be inferred by applying the inductive
rules below:
∀i ∈ I ` 〈(V , E, R) ; Pi〉
`
〈
(V , E, R) ;
∑
i∈I
pi@ai.Pi
〉 ` 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; τ τ ′@a.P 〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉 (τ , b) ∈ F ⇒ b ∈ V ` 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉` 〈(V , E, R) ; fupd (F)@a.P〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; ι.P〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 ` 〈(V , E, R) ; P ′〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; P ‖ P ′〉
(a, b) ∈ T ⇒ {a, b} ⊆ V ` 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; (ν τ : T ) P〉
(b, τ , c) ∈ E ⇒ {b, c} ⊆ V ∧ a ∈ {b, c} ` 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉
` 〈(V , E, R) ; (ν a : E) P〉
Appendix B. Proof of Theorems in Section 4
B.1. Lemma 1
Lemma 1. Let 〈G ; P〉 be a NCP state and G1 a network topology such that G unionmulti G1 is defined, if P ⊥ G1 then
〈G ; P〉 α−→ 〈G′ ; P ′〉 if and only if 〈G unionmulti G1 ; P〉 α−→ 〈G′ unionmulti G1 ; P ′〉
The lemma can be proved by induction over theNCP transition rules.We report the proof only for themost interesting cases;
fupd, emit and open.
B.1.1. Rule fupd
If 〈G ; P〉 performs an action by the rule fupd then
〈G ; P〉 = 〈G ; fupd (F)@A.P0〉 −→ 〈G unionmulti a  F ; P0〉
The state 〈G unionmulti G1 ; P〉 can be written as 〈G unionmulti G1 ; fupd (F)@A.P0〉. This can performs the same action using the rule fupd
〈G unionmulti G1 ; fupd (F)@A.P0〉 −→ 〈G unionmulti G1 unionmulti a  F ; P0〉 = 〈G unionmulti a  F unionmulti G1 ; P0〉
B.1.2. Rule emit
If 〈G ; P〉 performs an action by the rule emit then
〈G ; P〉 = 〈G ; τ τ ′@a.P0〉 −→ 〈G ; P0 ‖ ∏
b∈G(τ ,a)
〈τ c©s〉@b
〉
The state 〈G unionmulti G1 ; P〉 can be written as
〈
G unionmulti G1 ; τ τ ′@a.P0
〉
. This can perform the same action using the rule emit〈
G unionmulti G1 ; τ τ ′@a.P0
〉 −→ 〈G unionmulti G1 ; P0 ‖ ∏
b∈(GunionmultiG1)(τ ,a)
〈τ c©s〉@b
〉
Since a ∈ Sbj (P) then a 6∈ Sbj (G1). This guarantees that (G unionmulti G1)(τ , a) = G(τ , a).
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B.1.3. Rule open
If 〈G ; P〉 perform an action involving by rule open then
〈G ; P〉 = 〈G ; (ν τ : T ) P0〉 〈τ
′ c©(τ :T )〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti τ   T ; P ′0〉
and 〈G unionmulti τ   T ; P0〉 〈τ
′ c©τ 〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti τ   T ; P ′0〉
Since Sbj (〈G ; (ν τ : T ) P0〉) = Sbj (〈G unionmulti τ   T ; P0〉) then 〈G unionmulti τ   T ; P0〉 ⊥ G1. By the induction hypothesis
〈G unionmulti τ   T unionmulti G1 ; P0〉 〈τ
′ c©τ 〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti τ   T unionmulti G1 ; P ′0〉
Then the rule open can be applied to 〈G unionmulti G1 ; P〉, obtaining
〈G unionmulti G1 ; P〉 = 〈G unionmulti G1 ; (ν τ : T ) P0〉 〈τ
′ c©(τ :T )〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G unionmulti G1 unionmulti τ   T ; P ′0〉
B.2. Lemma 2
Lemma 2. Let 〈G ; P〉 be a NCP state, if 〈G ; P〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G ; P ′〉 then
〈G ; P〉 ∼ 〈G ; P ′ ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
The lemma can be easily proved by induction over NCP transition rules.
B.3. Proof of Theorem 1
Let 〈G1 ; P1〉 and 〈G2 ; P2〉 be two NCP state such that 〈G1 ; P1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P2〉 and 〈G1 ; P1〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉, then and one
of the following two statements must holds:
• 〈G2 ; P2〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉 and 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉
• 〈G2 ; P2〉 −→
〈
G′2 ; P ′2
〉
and
〈
G1 ; P ′1
〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
Since the transition rules async can be applied to any NCP state, we can compose the first NCP state with a compatible
envelope
〈G1 ; P1〉 (τ τ
′@a)−−−−→ 〈G1 ; P1 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
Since 〈G1 ; P1〉 and 〈G2 ; P2〉 are bisimilar, the latter state must perform the same action and〈
G1 ; P1 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a
〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
We can exploit the hypothesis of the theorem to apply the transition rule com and obtain〈
G1 ; P1 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a
〉 −→ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉
Then, we use the bisimulation hypothesis to discover that also the other state performs a silent action〈
G2 ; P2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a
〉 −→ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉
The last transition can be obtained by using the rules com or par. We separate the two cases.
B.3.1. Rule com
If the rule com has been applied, it is trivial to prove
〈G2 ; P2〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉 ∧ G′2 = G2 ∧ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉
B.3.2. Rule par
If the rule par has been applied then one of the two involved policy must perform a silent action. Since this cannot be
performed by the envelope, we must conclude〈
G2 ; P ′2
〉 −→ 〈G′2 ; P ′′2 〉 ∧ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′′2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
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B.4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let 〈G ; P〉 and 〈G′ ; P ′〉 be two NCP states such that 〈G ; P〉 ∼ 〈G′ ; P ′〉, τ ∈ T be a topic, T = G(τ ) and T ′ = G′(τ ) be
the topic graphs of τ in the two network topologies G and G′ respectively, then:
1. if G = (V , E, R), G′ = (V ′, E ′, R′) and Ea ⊆ V ∩ V ′ then 〈(V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 ∼ 〈(V , E ′, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′〉
2. 〈G \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 ∼ 〈G′ \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉
B.5. Proof of statement 1 of Theorem 2
We start noticing that if Ea ∩ fn(α) = ∅ then 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 α−→ 〈(V , E1, R) ; P1〉 if and only if
〈(
V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 α−→〈(
V , E1, R ∪ Ea
) ; P1〉.
We prove the statement by showing that the following relation is an NCP-bisimulation:
B = {(〈(V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 , 〈(V ′, E ′, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′〉) | 〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 ∼ 〈(V ′, E ′, R′) ; P ′〉}
B.5.1. All transition observable transitions, except opens
We test the first condition of bisimilarity relations: let〈(
V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 α−→ 〈(V , E1, R ∪ Ea) ; P1〉 , α ∈ {, 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a, (τ τ ′@a)} and a /∈ R ∪ Ea
then
〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 α−→ 〈(V , E1, R) ; P1〉
The bisimilarity condition of theB relation ensures that〈(
V ′, E ′, R′
) ; P ′〉 α−→ 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′) ; P ′1〉 and 〈(V , E1, E) ; P1〉 ∼ 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′) ; P ′1〉
then 〈(
V ′, E ′, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′〉 α−→ 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′1〉 and (〈(V , E1, R ∪ Ea) ; P1〉 , 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′1〉) ∈ B
B.5.2. Open transitions
Now we test the second condition of bisimulation relations: let〈(
V , E, R ∪ Ea) ; P 〉 〈τ c©(τ ′:T )〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈(V , E1, R ∪ Ea) ; P1〉 , τ ′ /∈ fn(E ′, P ′) and a /∈ R ∪ Ea
then
〈(V , E, R) ; P〉 〈τ c©(τ ′:T )〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈(V , E1, R) ; P1〉
The bisimilarity condition of theB relation ensures that〈(
V ′, E ′, R′
) ; P ′〉 〈τ c©(τ ′:T ′)〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′) ; P ′1〉 and 〈(V , E1, R) ; P1〉 ∼ 〈(V , E ′1, R′) ; P ′1〉
then 〈(
V ′, E ′, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′〉 〈τ c©(τ ′:T ′)〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′1〉 and (〈(V , E1, R ∪ Ea) ; P1〉 , 〈(V ′, E ′1, R′ ∪ Ea) ; P ′1〉) ∈ B
B.6. Proof of statement 2 of Theorem 2
We prove the statement by showing that the following relation is an NCP-bisimulation:
B =
{(〈G \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 , 〈G′ \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉) |
〈G ; P〉 ∼ 〈G′ ; P ′〉 , T = G(τ ) and T ′ = G′(τ )
}
∪ ∼
B.6.1. All observable transitions, except opens
We test the first condition of bisimilarity relations: let
〈G \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 α−→ 〈G1 ; P1〉 , α ∈ {, 〈τ ′ c©τ ′′〉@a, (τ ′ τ ′′@a)} and a /∈ bn(G)
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The transition can be performedonly by applying thenew transition rule, since the policy is a topic restriction. The hypothesis
of the rule ensures
〈G ; P〉 α−→ 〈G2 ; P2〉 , τ /∈ n(α), T2 = G2(τ ) and 〈G1 ; P1〉 = 〈G2 \ τ   T2 ; (ν τ : T2) P2〉
The bisimilarity condition of theB relation ensures〈
G′ ; P ′〉 α−→ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉 and 〈G2 ; P2〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉
Let T ′2 = G′2(τ ), we can apply the transition rule new, obtaining that〈
G′ \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉 α−→ 〈G′2 \ τ   T ′2 ; (ν τ : T ′2) P ′2〉 = 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉
and finally
(〈G1 ; P1〉 , 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉) ∈ B
B.6.2. Opens transitions
Now we test the second condition bisimilarity relations: let
〈G \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P〉 〈τ ′ c©(τ ′′:T ′′)〉@a−−−−−−−−→ 〈G1 ; P1〉 , τ ′′ /∈ fn(G′, P ′) and a /∈ bn(G)
Wedistinguish the two possible cases: when τ 6= τ ′′ andwhen τ = τ ′′. If τ 6= τ ′′ the proof is trivial and exploits the strategy
presented above.
If τ ′′ = τ then the rule open has been applied and T ′′ = T must holds. The hypothesis of the rule ensures
〈G ; P〉 〈τ ′ c©τ 〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G ; P2〉 , τ ′ 6= τ and 〈G1 ; P1〉 = 〈G ; P2〉
The bisimilarity condition of theB relation ensures that〈
G′ ; P ′〉 〈τ ′ c©τ 〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G′ ; P ′2〉 and 〈G ; P2〉 ∼ 〈G′ ; P ′2〉
We can apply the transition rule open, obtaining that〈
G′ \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′〉 〈τ ′ c©(τ :T ′)〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G′ ; P ′2〉 = 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉
and finally
(〈G1 ; P1〉 , 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉) ∈ B, since they are bisimilar.
B.7. Proof of Theorem 3
Let SP1 = 〈G1 ; P1〉, SP2 = 〈G2 ; P2〉, SQ1 = 〈I2 ; Q2〉 and SQ2 = 〈I2 ; Q2〉 be NCP states, such that SP1 ∼ SQ2 and SQ1 ∼ SQ2 .
If SP1 ⊥ SQ1 and SP2 ⊥ SQ2 then 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 ∼ 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉.
We prove the theorem by showing that the following relation is a bisimulation:
B =

(〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 , 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉)
| 〈G1 ; P1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P2〉 ∧ 〈I1 ; Q1〉 ∼ 〈I2 ; Q2〉
∧ Sbj (〈G1 ; P1〉) ∩ Sbj (〈I1 ; Q1〉) = ∅
∧ Sbj (〈G2 ; P2〉) ∩ Sbj (〈I2 ; Q2〉) = ∅

We report the proof for the most interesting transition rules that can be applied to the state 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉: the rules
par and com.
B.7.1. Rule par
If the state 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 performs an action involving the rule par then one of the two contained policies performs
the same action. We suppose that the action is performed by P1. The hypothesis of the transition rule ensures
〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 α−→
〈
G′ ; P ′1 ‖ Q1
〉 ∧ 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1〉 α−→ 〈G′ ; P ′1〉
Since we are checking bisimilarity, we can check only transitions α 6= τ τ ′@a. We exploit the disjunction of the subjects of
the states 〈G1 ; P1〉 and 〈I1 ; Q1〉 to apply Lemma 1, which guarantees
〈G1 ; P1〉 α−→
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉 ∧ G′ = G′1 unionmulti G
If α ∈ {(τ τ ′@a), 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a, }, the bisimilarity condition of the relationB guarantees that
〈G2 ; P2〉 α−→
〈
G′2 ; P ′2
〉 ∧ 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉
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We exploit the disjunction of the subjects of the states 〈G2 ; P2〉 and 〈I2 ; Q2〉 to apply Lemma 1, proving
〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2〉 α−→
〈
G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2
〉
Now, we apply the transition rule par
〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉 α−→
〈
G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2 ‖ Q2
〉
Since the subjects of this NCP policies cannot increase we argue that〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉 ⊥ 〈I1 ; Q1〉 and 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉 ⊥ 〈I2 ; Q2〉
then (〈
G′1 unionmulti I1 ; P ′1 ‖ Q1
〉
,
〈
G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2 ‖ Q2
〉 ∈ B)
If α = 〈τ c©(τ ′ : T1)〉@a, the bisimilarity condition of the relationB guarantees that exists T2 such that
〈G2 ; P2〉 〈τ c©(τ
′:T2)〉@a−−−−−−−→ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉 ∧ 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉
The end of the proof is trivial, because we can exploit the same strategy used for α ∈ {(τ τ ′@a), 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a, }.
B.7.2. Rule COM
If the state 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 performs an action involving the rule com then one of the two policies must perform an
event notification, while the other one must contain an input suitable for the same event. We suppose that the input is
performed by the policy P1 and the event notification by Q1. The hypothesis of the rule com ensure
〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1 ‖ Q1〉 −→
〈
G1 unionmulti I1 ; P ′1 ‖ Q ′1
〉 ∧
〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P1〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; P ′1〉 ∧ 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; Q1〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G1 unionmulti I1 ; Q ′1〉
As usual we can use Lemma 1 to separate the network topologies of the policies P1 and P2
〈G1 ; P1〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∧ 〈I1 ; Q1〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈I1 ; Q ′1〉
The bisimulation condition of the relationB ensures that
〈I2 ; Q2〉 〈τ c©τ
′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈I2 ; Q ′2〉 ∧ 〈I1 ; Q ′1〉 ∼ 〈I2 ; Q ′2〉
Now, the hypothesis of the Theorem 1 are verified for both the states 〈G1 ; P1〉 and 〈G2 ; P2〉. We separate the proof for the
two statements of the Theorem 1.
B.7.3. Statement 1
If the statement 1 of the Theorem 1 holds then
〈G2 ; P2〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉 ∧ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G2 ; P ′2〉
As usual, we use Lemma 1 extend the network topologies of the policies P2 and Q2
〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2〉 τ τ
′@a−−−→ 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2〉 ∧ 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; Q2〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; Q ′2〉
Now, we apply the transition rule com
〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉 −→
〈
G2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2 ‖ Q ′2
〉
Since the subjects of this NCP policies cannot increases we argue that〈
G1 ; P ′1
〉 ⊥ 〈I1 ; Q ′1〉 and 〈G2 ; P ′2〉 ⊥ 〈I2 ; Q ′2〉
and finally(〈
G1 unionmulti I1 ; P ′1 ‖ Q ′1
〉
,
〈
G2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2 ‖ Q ′2
〉) ∈ B
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B.7.4. Statement 2
If the statement 1 of the Theorem 1 holds then
〈G2 ; P2〉 −→
〈
G′2 ; P ′′2
〉 ∧ 〈G1 ; P ′1〉 ∼ 〈G′2 ; P ′′2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a〉
As usual, we use Lemma 1 to extend the context of the policies
〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2〉 −→
〈
G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2
〉 ∧ 〈G′2 unionmulti I2 ; Q2〉 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G′2 unionmulti I2 ; Q ′2〉
Now, we use the rule par to obtain
〈G2 unionmulti I2 ; P2 ‖ Q2〉 −→
〈
G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′′2 ‖ Q2
〉
Since the policy Q2 perform a event notification, the Lemma 2 ensures〈
G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′′2 ‖ Q2
〉 ∼ 〈G′2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′′2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ Q ′2〉
Finally, the obtained policies are in the relationB(〈
G1 unionmulti I1 ; P ′1 ‖ Q ′1
〉
,
〈
G2 unionmulti I2 ; P ′2 ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ Q ′2
〉) ∈ B
Appendix C. Proof of theorems in Section 5
C.1. Lemma 3
Lemma 3. Let N = a [B]RF be an SC component and [[N]] its NCP translation. If [[N]] −→ 〈G1 ; P1〉 it holds that:
1. 〈G1 ; P1〉 =
〈
G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a
〉
2. N → N ′
3.
[[
N ′
]] = 〈G1 ; P1〉
First we highlight that the NCP state 〈a  F ; [[B]]a〉 can perform only silent actions, and that the NCP state 〈a  F ; [[R]]a〉
can perform only input actions. These statements can be trivially verified by the transformation rules for behaviors and
reactions, respectively.
The hipsters of the lemma require that the transformation of the SC network N performs a silent action, more formally:
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 −→ 〈G1 ; P1〉
The parallel composition of two policies can perform this action exploiting the transition rules close, com or par. Since
〈a  F ; [[B]]a〉 cannot performoutput actions, only the rulepar is suitable.Moreoverwe remarked that 〈a  F ; [[R]]a〉 cannot
perform an internal action, then
• 〈a  F ; [[B]]a〉 −→
〈
G1 ; P ′1
〉
• 〈G1 ; P1〉 =
〈
G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a
〉
We prove the theorem by induction over the structure of SC behavior.
C.1.1. Empty
If the behavior B is empty (B = 0) then
〈a  F ; [[B]]a〉 = 〈a  F ; 0〉
Nevertheless, the translation of the behavior does not perform an internal action, making this case not possible.
C.1.2. Skip
If the behavior B is an internal action (B = ; B1) then
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; ι. [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
The NCP state can perform a silent action using the rule skip, ensuring that
[[N]]
−→ 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[T ]]a〉 ∧ G1 = a  F ∧ P ′1 = [[B1]]a
Using the rule (SC − SKIP), the network N can be reduced as follows:
N → a [B1]RF = N ′
Finally, the translation of the resulting network is[[
N ′
]] = 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 = 〈G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a〉
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C.1.3. New
If the behavior B is the restriction of a topic name τ (B = (ντ)B1), since τ 6∈ fn(F) ∪ fn(R), then
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; (ν τ : ∅) ([[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a)〉
The translation of the network N perform the internal action via the rule new, which ensures that
〈G unionmulti τ   ∅ ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 −→ 〈G2 ; P2〉
∧ T2 = G2(τ )
∧ [[N]] −→ 〈G2 \ τ   T2 ; (ν τ : T2) (P2 ‖ [[R]]a)〉
Let N0 = a [B1]RF such that [[N0]] = 〈G ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 −→ 〈G2 ; P2〉 , for the induction hypothesis
N0 → N ′0 ∧
[[
N ′0
]] = 〈G2 ; P2〉
Since τ 6∈ fn(F) ∪ fn(R) then
a [(ντ)B1]RF ≡ (ντ)a [B1]RF
The reduction rule (NEW ) can be applied
N → (ντ)N ′0 ∧
[[
(ντ)N ′0
]] = 〈G2 \ τ   T2 ; (ν τ : T2) P2〉
C.1.4. Event emission
If the behavior B is the raising of the event τ c©τ ′ (B = out〈τ c©τ ′〉; B1) then
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; τ τ ′@a. [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
The translation of the network N performs the internal action via the rule emit, which ensures that
[[N]]
−→
〈
a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖
∏
b∈(aF)(τ ,a)=F↓τ
〈τ c©τ ′〉@b
〉
= 〈G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a〉
The reduction rule EMIT can be applied to the network N , obtaining
N → a [B1]RF ‖
∏
b∈F↓τ
〈τ 〉@τ ′b = N ′
Finally, by the transformation rules,
[[
N ′
]] = 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ ∏
b∈(aF)(τ ,a)=F↓τ
〈τ c©τ ′〉@b
〉
= 〈G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a〉
C.1.5. Reaction update
If the behavior B is a reaction update (B = rupd (R1) ; B1) then
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; (ι. [[R1]]a ‖ [[B1]]a) ‖ [[R]]a〉
The translation of the network N performs the internal action via the rule skip, which ensures that
[[N]]
−→ 〈a  F ; [[R1]]a ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 =
〈
G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a
〉
The rule (SC − RUPD) can be user to reduce the network N , obtaining
N → a [B]R|R1F = N ′
Finally, by the translation rules,[[
N ′
]] = 〈G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a〉
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C.1.6. Flow update
If the behavior B is a flow update (B = fupd (F1) ; B1) then
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; fupd (F1)@a. [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
The translation of the network N performs the internal action via the rule fupd, which ensures that
[[N]]
−→ 〈a  F unionmulti a  F1 = a  F |F1 ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 =
〈
G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a
〉
The rule (SC − FUPD) can be user to reduce the network N , obtaining
N → a [B]RF |F1 = N ′
Finally, by the translation rules,[[
N ′
]] = 〈G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a〉
C.1.7. Parallel composition
If the behavior B is a parallel composition (B = B1|B2) then
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[B2]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
Since the translation of the behaviors B1 and B2 cannot perform input or output actions, their composition cannot
communicate internally. The translation of the network N can performs the internal action only via the rule par, which
ensures that
[[N]]
−→ 〈G1 ; P2 ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 =
〈
G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a
〉
∧ 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a〉 −→ 〈G1 ; P2〉
Let
[[
a [B1]RF
]] = 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 −→ 〈G1 ; P2 ‖ [[R]]a〉 the parallel branch that perform the internal action, then by
induction hypothesis
a [B2]RF → N ′2 ∧
[[
N ′2
]] = 〈G1 ; P2 ‖ [[R]]a〉
We highlight that N ′1 is of the form
N ′2 = (ντ)
(
a
[
B′2
]R|R′
F |F ′ ‖ Npi
)
Where F ′ and R′ are the flows and reactions, possibly empty, added by the behavior B2 and Npi is the set, possibly empty, of
envelope spawned. Translating to NCP state this kind of processes we obtain[[
N ′2
]] = 〈G1 ; (ν τ : T ) ([[B′2]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ [[R′]]a)〉
Now, we use the SC reduction rule (PAR) to verify that the network N can perform an action
N = a [B1|B2]RF → (ντ)
(
a
[
B1|B′2
]R|R′
F |F ′ ‖ Npi
)
= N ′
We translate the network N ′ to NCP state exploiting the information known about the translation of the network N ′2[[
N ′
]] = 〈G1 ; (ν τ : T ) ([[B1]]a ‖ [[B′2]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ [[R′]]a)〉
We canmove the translations of the reaction R and of the behavior B1 out of the scope of the restriction, since we know that
τ 6∈ fn(R) ∪ fn(B1)[[
N ′
]] = 〈G1 ; [[B1]]a ‖ P2 ‖ [[R]]a〉 = 〈G1 ; P ′1 ‖ [[R]]a〉
C.2. Lemma 4
Lemma 4. Let N and N ′ be SC networks. It holds that if N → N ′ then [[N]] −→ (G, P) and (G, P) ∼ [[N ′]]
We prove the theorem by induction over reduction rules of SC networks.
C.2.1. SKIP
If the rule SKIP has been applied, then
N = a [; B|B′]RF → a [B|B′]RF = N ′
The translation of the network [[N]] can perform the empty action by using the rule (skip):
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; ι. [[B]]a ‖ [[B′]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 −→ 〈a  F ; [[B]]a ‖ [[B′]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 = [[N ′]]
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C.2.2. RUPD
If the rule SC − RUPD has been applied, then
N = a [rupd (R1) ; B1|B]RF → a [B1|B]R|R1F = N ′
The translation of the network [[N]] can perform an internal action by applying the rule skip:
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; ι.([[R1]]a ‖ [[B1]]a) ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
〈a  F ; ι.([[R1]]a ‖ [[B1]]a) ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 −→ 〈a  F ; [[R1]]a ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
〈a  F ; [[R1]]a ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 =
[[
N ′
]]
C.2.3. Fupd
If the rule FUPD has been applied, then
N = a [fupd (F1) ; B1|B]RF → a [B1|B]RF |F1
The translation of the network [[N]] can perform an internal action by using the rule fupd:
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; fupd (F1)@a. [[B1]]a ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉
−→
〈a  F unionmulti a  F1 ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 = 〈a  F |F1 ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a〉 =
[[
N ′
]]
C.2.4. Check
If the rule (Check) has been applied, then
N = 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ a [B1]R|τ c©τ ′mB2F → a [B1|B2]RF = N ′
The translation of the network can perform an internal action by using the rule (com):
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ τ τ ′@a. [[B2]]a〉〈
a  F ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ τ τ ′@a. [[B2]]a
〉 −→ 〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ [[B2]]a〉
〈a  F ; [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ [[B2]]a〉 =
[[
N ′
]]
C.2.5. Lambda
If the rule (LAMBDA) has been applied, then
N = 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ a [B1]R|τ λ τ ′′mB2F → a
[
B1|{τ ′/τ ′′}B2
]R|τ λ τ ′′mB2
F = N ′
The translation of the network can perform an internal action by using the rule com:
[[N]] = 〈a  F ; 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ [[B1]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ τ (τ ′′)@a. [[B2]]a〉
−→
a  F [[B1]]a ‖ {τ ′/τ ′′} [[B2]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ τ
(
τ ′′
)
@a. [[B2]]a =
[[
N ′
]]
C.2.6. NEW
If the rule (NEW ) has been applied then:
N = (νn)N1 → (νn)N2 = N ′ ∧ N1 → N2
By exploiting the induction hypothesis, we ensure that:
[[N1]]
−→ 〈G1 ; P1〉 ∼ [[N2]]
If n ∈ T , let 〈G0 ; P0〉 = [[N1]] and T0 = G0(n) then [[N]] = 〈G0 \ n   T0 ; (ν n : T0) P0〉. The state [[N]] can perform a
silent action by using the transition rule new:
[[N]]
−→ 〈G1 \ n   T1 ; (ν n : T1) P1〉
Where T1 = G1(n). The proof is completed using the Theorem 2. The same proof strategy can be used if n ∈ A.
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C.3. Lemma 5
Lemma 5. Let N1 ‖ N2 a well formed network, [[N1]] = 〈G1 ; N1〉 and [[N2]] 〈G2 ; P2〉 the translation of the two sub-networks. If
〈G1 ; P1〉 −→
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉
then 〈G1 unionmulti G2 ; P1〉 −→
〈
G′1 unionmulti G2 ; P ′1
〉
.
The lemma can be proved exploiting Lemma 1, showing that the subjects of the translations of the two sub-networks are
always disjoint. This can be done trivially, by using the notion ofwell formed SC network,which requires that the component
names of N1 and N2 are disjoint.
C.4. Lemma 6
Lemma 6. Let N and N ′ be SC networks. It holds that if [[N]] −→ (G, P) then N → N ′ and (G, P) ∼ [[N ′]].
Weprove the lemmaby induction over the structure of the SC networkN . If theN is the empty network (∅) or an envelope
(〈τ c©τ ′〉@a), its translation [[N]] does not perform an empty action, then we check only the other primitives.
C.4.1. Topic restriction
If the network is a topic restriction (N = (ντ)N1), let [[N1]] = 〈G1 ; P1〉 be the translation of the networkN1 and T = G1(τ )
the projection of the topology G1 respect to the topic τ , then the translation of the network N is
[[N]] = 〈G1 \ τ   T ; (ν τ : T ) P1〉 .
The state [[N]] can perform a silent action only by using the rule NCP − new. The rule ensures that:
[[N]]
−→ 〈G ; P〉 ∧ 〈G1 ; P1〉 −→
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉 ∧ T ′ = G′1(τ )
then
〈G ; P〉 = 〈G′1 \ τ   T ′ ; (ν τ : T ′) P ′1〉
The induction hypothesis ensures that if
〈G1 ; P1〉 = [[N1]] −→
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉
then
N1 → N ′1 ∧
[[
N ′1
]] = 〈G2 ; P2〉 ∼ 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉
The network N can be then reduced by using the rule SC − NEW , which ensures that:
(ντ)N1 → (ντ)N ′1
Let be T2 = G2(τ ), the translation of the resulting network is[[
(ντ)N ′1
]] = 〈G2 \ τ   T2 ; (ν τ : T2) P2〉
which is bisimilar to 〈G ; P〉 by exploiting the Theorem 2.
The same proof strategy can be exploited also for the component name restriction.
C.4.2. Component
If the network is simply a component a [B]RF then the Theorem 3 can be directly exploited.
C.4.3. Parallel composition, rule PAR
If the network N is the parallel composition of two sub-networks N1 and N2 and their translation are [[N1]] = 〈G1 ; P1〉
and 〈N2 ; P2〉, then the translation of N is
〈G1 unionmulti G2 ; P1 ‖ P2〉
We check one of the three possibleNCP transition rules (par, com, close) that permit to the state to perform a silent action.
If the rule par has been applied, then
〈G1 unionmulti G2 ; P1 ‖ P2〉 −→
〈
G ; P ′1 ‖ P2
〉 = 〈G ; P〉 ∧ 〈G1 unionmulti G2 ; P1〉 −→ 〈G ; P ′1〉
Since 〈G1 ; P1〉 ⊥ G2 then the Lemma 1 can be applied, ensuring that
[[N1]] = 〈G1 ; P1〉 −→
〈
G′1 ; P ′1
〉 ∧ G = G′1 unionmulti G2
The induction hypothesis ensure that
N1 → N ′1 ∧
[[
N ′1
]] ∼ 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉
Then, the starting parallel composition of the two sub-networks can be reduced using the rule SP − PAR:
N1 ‖ N2 → N ′1 ‖ N2
Finally we can use the Theorem 3 to guarantee that[[
N ′1 ‖ N2
]] ∼ 〈G′1 unionmulti G2 ; P ′1 ‖ P2〉 = 〈G ; P〉
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C.4.4. Parallel composition, rule COM
If the network N is the parallel composition of two sub-networks N1 and N2 and their translation are [[N1]] = 〈G1 ; P1〉
and 〈N2 ; P2〉, then the translation of N is
〈G1 unionmulti G2 ; P1 ‖ P2〉
We check one of the three possibleNCP transition rules (par, com, close) that permit to the state to perform an internal
action. If the rule com has been applied and by Theorem 5, then ∃a, τ , τ ′ such that
[[N1]]
〈τ c©τ ′〉@a−−−−−→ 〈G′1 ; P ′1〉 ∧ [[N2]] τ τ ′@a−−−→ 〈G′2 ; P ′2〉 ∧ 〈G ; P〉 = 〈G′1 unionmulti G′2 ; P ′1 ‖ P ′2〉
It is trivial to prove that one of the two sub-networksmust contains the envelope 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a and the other one the component
a able to consume the envelope. The component amust have a lambda reaction for topic τ or a check reaction for events τ c©τ ′.
We prove the theorem only for the first case, since the second one can be proved using the same strategy. This statement is
formalised by
N1 = 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ Na ∧ N2 = a [B]R|τ λ τ ′′mB1F ‖ Nb
Let [[Na]] = 〈Ga ; Pa〉 and [[Nb]] = 〈Gb ; Pb〉 the translations of the two networks Na and Nb, the translation of the starting
network N can perform an internal action using the rule (COM) as follows:
[[N]] = 〈Ga unionmulti Gb unionmulti a  F ; Pa ‖ Pb ‖ 〈τ c©τ ′〉@a ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ τ (τ ′′)@a. [[B1]]a〉
−→〈
Ga unionmulti Gb unionmulti a  F ; Pa ‖ Pb ‖ [[B]]a ‖ [[R]]a ‖ τ
(
τ ′′
)
@a. [[B1]]a ‖ {τ ′/τ ′′} [[B1]]a
〉 = 〈G ; P〉
The starting SC network can be reduced by the rule SC − LAMBDA obtaining:
N → Na ‖ Nb ‖ a
[
B|{τ ′/τ ′′}B1
]R|τ λ τ ′′mB1
F = N ′
Finally, it is trivial to verify that N ′ = 〈G ; P〉.
The same proof strategy can be exploited for the transitions involving the rule close.
C.5. Proof of Theorem 4
Let N and N ′ be SC networks. It holds that N → N ′ if and only if [[N]] −→ (G, P) and (G, P) ∼ [[N ′]]
The theorem is directly implied by the two Lemmas 4 and 6.
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